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SOTICS 2019

Forward

The Ninth International Conference on Social Media Technologies, Communication, and
Informatics (SOTICS 2019), held on November 24 - 28, 2019- Valencia, Spain,, was an event on social
eco-informatics, bridging different social and informatics concepts by considering digital domains, social
metrics, social applications, services, and challenges.

The systems comprising human and information features form a complex mix of social sciences
and informatics concepts embraced by the so-called social eco-systems. These are interdisciplinary
approaches on social phenomena supported by advanced informatics solutions. It is quit intriguing that
the impact on society is little studied despite a few experiments. Recently, also Google was labeled as a
company that does not contribute to brain development by instantly showing the response for a query.
This is in contrast to the fact that it has been proven that not showing the definitive answer directly
facilitates a learning process better. Also, studies show that e-book reading takes more times than
reading a printed one. Digital libraries and deep web offer a vast spectrum of information. Large scale
digital library and access-free digital libraries, as well as social networks and tools constitute challenges
in terms of accessibility, trust, privacy, and user satisfaction. The current questions concern the trade-
off, where our actions must focus, and how to increase the accessibility to eSocial resources.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SOTICS 2019 technical
program committee, as well as all of the reviewers. We also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated
much of their time and effort to contribute to SOTICS 2019. We truly believe that, thanks to all these
efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

We also gratefully thank the members of the SOTICS 2019 organizing committee for their help in
handling the logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a success.

We hope that SOTICS 2019 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the area of social eco-
informatics. We also hope Valencia provided a pleasant environment during the conference and
everyone saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Abstract—Technology is changing continually and the 
introduction of Web 2.0 has brought about innovations such as 
social media (SM) and other inventions. Social Media brings 
about continual communication and engagement for the 
public, including civil servants. It allows civil servants (users) 
to create profiles, connect to existing profiles and communicate 
with others. It also allows civil servants (users) to view, 
comment, like, navigate, as well as share views and ideas with 
others. However, there are many challenges that hinder civil 
servants from adopting social media platforms (SMPs) for 
work and non-work related purposes, especially in developing 
countries. Academic scholars are widely exploring various 
challenges confronting individuals and organisations from 
adopting social media platforms, but little is known of the facts 
that hinder civil servants from adopting social media 
platforms. Therefore, this study seeks to identify possible 
challenges that hinder civil servants from adopting social 
media platforms, both for work-related and personal activities. 
The study deployed close-ended questionnaires involving 252 
civil servants within selected cities in the North West Province, 
South Africa. The study found that personal customs and 
traditions, organizational policy, high cost of data and others 
cause hindrances for civil servants to adopt social media 
platforms in their daily lives. 

Keywords-civil servant; social media (SM); social media 
platforms (SMPs); social media network (SMNs); web 2.0; 
organizations; developing countries. 

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of technology and its ever-evolving innovation 
has affected people’s daily lives through access to the 
Internet. Social media is seen as the 21st century innovation 
with a great deal of impact in public services. The use of the 
Internet, therefore, gave rise to social media platforms, such 
as Facebook, Instagram, Skype, Twitter, WhatsApp and 
many others. Social media platforms create seamless 
mediums for cost-effective and efficient communication of 
important information locally and globally [1]. Social media 
platforms are used in government and non-governmental 
organizations to improve communication, productivity and 
provide services [2]. According to Ferreira and Du Plessis 
[3], social media platforms improve effective communication 
among individuals with common goals and interests. This 
increase creates connectivity between organisations and 
employees, organisations and customers, and among 
employees. However, organisations perceive negative effects 

of social media platforms on employees’ productivity and 
commitment to work [3]. This means that organisations see 
no benefit in the adoption and usage of social media 
platforms at work. 

Notwithstanding the benefits attached to social media 
platforms, some organisations and civil servants in 
developing countries are yet to adopt it due to some 
challenges. However, there are few or no empirical studies in 
developing countries dealing with challenges, barriers and 
restrictions towards employees or civil servants adopting 
social media for either work or non-work related purposes. 
Therefore, this study is aimed at investigating some of the 
restrictions that hinder civil servants in developing countries 
from adopting social media platforms and many more. 
Ferreira and Du Plessis [3] suggest that civil servants are 
challenged by Internet usage and technological 
infrastructures in their effort to use social media platforms. 
Furthermore, many civil servants are digital immigrants 
(born or brought up before technology), which is a tall order 
for them to adopt 21st century technology trends and 
innovations, while others are digital natives (born or brought 
up during technology age (digital age)). The study is 
structured into problem statement and research objectives, 
literature review, research methodology, data analysis and 
discussions, findings and recommendations, conclusion and 
future research and references. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The advent of social media platforms (SMPs) has defined 
and is still redefining historical and cultural patterns of 
human communication and interaction across different 
spheres. Pamphlets, newspapers, magazines, leaflets and 
brochures were the most-used communication channels 
within organisations before the arrival of social media [4]. 
Furthermore, for civil servants to exchange information and 
contents within and outside the organization, emails and 
telephones could be used. Social media platforms created an 
innovative 21st century method of communication and 
establishing connections and friendships for individuals and 
organisations [5]. Social media platforms allow for the 
construction of virtual profiles and engaging with other 
users. The connected individuals have differences such as 
social status (class), culture, ethics, values, beliefs and many 
others [6].  

The platforms allow users to share commonalities across 
developed and developing countries on various issues. 

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2019.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-757-3
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Previously, social media was used by private sectors [7], but 
has become a norm for the public sectors. The platform is 
used in social, health and educational environments and even 
by government and non-government officials [2]. Ferreira 
and Du Plessis [3] state that Social media platforms assist 
humans to achieve continuous connections with known and 
unknown friends as well as new ones with the intention of 
sharing common interests and information, also acquiring 
new skills and knowledge. To some people, including civil 
servants, the continuous connectivity is among the main 
reasons why they use social media. Furthermore, some issues 
on social media platforms can trigger ‘social activity’, which 
causes low productivity, privacy and security risks, phishing, 
identity theft, social engineering, spam, malware and many 
more [3].  

Social media platforms present organisations with more 
opportunities to engage with their customers timely, 
effectively and directly in many ways and get them involved 
in branding and feedback [8]. The platform offers low-cost 
engagement with its employees and other stakeholders such 
as customers. Civil servants use social media in many ways 
[9]. The researchers further suggest that social media users 
should be presented with the opportunity to communicate, 
exchange ideas and participate in social activities, 
engagements and discussions. It enables users to begin a new 
relationship, maintain existing ones and engage in business 
transactions. Scholars have proven great opportunities that 
lie behind the effective usage of Social media platforms. 
However, current studies have failed to capture the 
challenges or hindrances that stop civil servants from 
adopting social media platforms in their daily lives. 
According to Woods [7], there is a limited study on the 
usage of social media in government. Then, the primary 
objective of this study seeks to investigate some common 
restricting factors that limit civil servants in developing 
countries from adopting social media platforms.  

Based on the research gaps identified, the research 
objective further seeks to determine whether civil servants 
perceive that social media platforms were designed for 
specific groups; is the platform time consuming, destroying 
cultural values, and increase security challenges. 
Furthermore, this study aimed to determine the challenges 
confronting civil servants in adopting Social media 
platforms. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section provides an overview on existing studies 
covering different kinds of social media platforms, positive 
aspect of civil servants using social media platforms in the 
work setting, and the negative aspect of social media 
platform on civil servants. The section guides readers to 
understand the underpinning literature in regard to this 
study. 

A. Kinds of Social media platforms 

Web 2.0 powers the present social media platforms. Web 
2.0 is a second generation of the World Wide Web (www), 
which provides individuals the ability to generate contents 

and share them online using the social media platforms. Web 
2.0 is also called social web, participatory or participative 
web. The Web 2.0 platforms assist the web to be engaging. 
According to [2]-[10], Web 2.0 services are wikis, blogs, 
RSS, podcasting, social booking, microblog and many 
others. Each of these facilitates the functionality of social 
media platforms. Al-Badi [2] and Kietzmann et al. [30] 
believe that Social media platforms enable ‘sharing’, 
‘relationships’, ‘conversation’, ‘presence’, ‘reputation’, 
‘identity’ and ‘group’. The categorization of Social Media is 
a topic of discussion by different scholars [2][10]-[15]. 
Overall, on estimate, there are more than 120 different types 
of social networking sites or applications categorized into 16 
classifications, as shown in Figure 1. Social Media sites, 
applications or platforms are interchangeable in this study. 

Figure 1. Social media classifications, adapted from Al-Badi [2] 

Different professionals including government and non-
government workers are using social networking sites or 
applications (Figure 1) in constructing ideas and knowledge 
and interacting with others on work-related and personal 
activities. According to Richthammer et al. [16], social 
media have become part of humans in exchanging 
information and communication with one another. The 
platforms have revolutionised the ways human interactions 
are taking place. The penetration of social Media in the 
public and private sectors provides positive and negative 
impacts to the users. 

B. Positive aspect of civil servants using social media 
platforms in the work setting 

Scholars are aware of the benefits of social media 
networks (SMNs) or social media platforms on civil 
servants’ daily interactions [17]. Social media networks are 
an interlinked platform that is conceptualised to shape social 
groups with different forms of interactions and activities. It 
transfers information between enrolled participants [18]. 

2Copyright (c) IARIA, 2019.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-757-3
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Work-related benefits of social media networks allow users 
to connect with the external experts, making and reinforcing 
ties with associates, gathering quality data, and advancing 
information sharing with colleagues and executives [19]. A 
study by Zhang et al. [28] determines how social media 
affects employees in China in their jobs. The findings show 
that social media promotes positive commitment and 
engagement in an organisation; it increases job satisfaction 
and decreases turnover intention of employees [28]. In 
addition, Song et al. [29] carried a qualitative study proves 
that work-related and non-work-related social media 
promotes team engagement and improve performance. 

Empirically, social media provides positive impacts for 
organisational employees whether for work-related or non-
work-related purposes [28][29][30]. Social media enables 
individuals to air their views and make contacts online. It is 
not the same as the old standard media, because it presents 
robust and flexible connective platforms for all. According to 
Hysa et al. [17], Social media platforms lie in the power of 
Web 2.0 by allowing individuals and organisations to build 
contents and exchange them. It contains content that might 
be in the form of a video, audios, images and texts with the 
ability to unite societies, and help individuals build 
connections [20]. As a Web 2.0 platform, Social Media 
allows individuals to build personal or organisational virtual 
profiles and connect with others [2]. Cilliers et al. [21] add 
that it grants workers (civil servants) a direct opportunity to 
reach out to other colleagues and customers. It further 
enables civic servants to stream meetings online and 
discussions without leaving their workplace. The positive 
benefits associated to Social media platforms are huge for 
organisations and civil servants (employees). 

Organisations currently use the influence of Social media 
platforms to identify new business opportunities, building 
new interest groups and associations, new industries, distinct 
knowledge, skills and proficiency. On the other hand, the 
platform enables organisations to store and transfer 
information of various marketing needs and techniques. In 
addition, social media helps organisations to connect with 
potential workers [22] and share valuable contents and 
information with employees. Few organisations value the 
usage of internal social media networks to determine and 
map their workers’ intelligence and improve cooperate 
communication to empower fast access. These internal social 
networks will have tremendous impacts on organisational 
turnover [18], because employees will be able to connect 
with each other on work-related issues. The discussed 
literature proves that social media platforms enrich civil 
servants, corporate and personal connections. 

C. Negative aspect of social media platforms on civil 
servants 

Regardless of the advantages and commitment of Social 
media platforms on organisations and civil servants as 
specified above in the work environment, it also presents 
numerous threats, as it transforms the way individuals 
connect in their organisations [22]. Social media’s effortless 
connection has the potential of creating problems for the 
operational, tactical and strategic employees. Hysa et al. [17] 

believe that social media networks can distract and lead to 
slow civil servants’ work productivities because of large 
amounts of time spent on the platform. The authors also 
suggest that the misuse of the platform by an employee can 
create negative perceptions about a company and its brand. 
To another author, social media networks can be used 
obsessively in the work environment, which may result in 
preventing employees from working to their full capacity 
and potential [21].  

Moreover, civil servants may download online content 
that consumes large amounts of bandwidth, which has 
proven to be costly for the user, especially in developing 
countries. There are also additional dangers that civil 
servants may encounter when using social media. These 
include viruses that could damage the systems in the 
workplace, employees accessing pornographic sites, as well 
as posting defamatory comments or classified data on social 
media sites [21]. To Leftheriotis and Giannakos [19], social 
media sites are regarded as a time-waster and a security 
ambush for civil servants. However, according to Akram and 
Kumar [23], negatively, the use of social media can be time 
consuming; mistakes can go viral and many more. According 
to this study, social media platforms can expose civil 
servants to cyberbullying, exposing organisational 
confidential information to the public, increasing 
distractions, reducing employee-to-employee contact time 
with each other, increasing fraud, and destroying reputations. 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, DATA ANALYSIS AND 

DISCUSSION

This study deployed quantitative research methodology, 
which collected numerical data [24]. According to Walliman 
[25], quantitative research analyses data using statistical and 
mathematical processes to reach results. As a quantitative 
research, the researchers used questionnaires in data 
gathering involving private and public organizations in 
Mmabatho and Mahikeng. Questionnaires was circulated to 
the participants on hardcopies and 252 copies were collected 
through random sampling techniques among civil servants, 
with the aim to determine basic factors that restrict them in 
the adoption of social media networks for both personal and 
work-related activities and achieving other objectives. 
Analysis was done on the collected data with the application 
of Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and Statistical Package for 
the Social Science (SPSS). 

This section is structured into demographic data 
(questions) and the research objectives which are: the factors 
that restrict civil servants from adopting social media 
platforms (cultural factors hindering the adoption of Social 
media platforms and civil servant challenges in adopting 
Social media platforms), civil servant perception on the 
social media platforms (design; time consuming, destroys 
cultural values and security challenges), and Pearson’s 
correlation. Through this structure, the collected data are 
analyzed to establish the data meanings and interpretation.  

Inversely, the followings are the research questions: What 
are the factors that restrict civil servants from adopting social 
media platforms? What are civil servants’ perceptions on the 
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social media platforms?  However, the subheading below 
was drawn from the research objectives. 

A. Demographic data 

The primary purpose of the demographic questions was 
to determine the respondents’ home language and 
educational qualifications. Both demographic questions are 
important to study, example, language is a good form of 
culture while educational qualifications were used on the 
Pearson’s’ correlation. However, majority of the participants 
were female civil servants. 

TABLE I. HOME LANGUAGE

Furthermore, the researchers asked a question to 
determine the participants’ language. There are eleven (11) 
official languages in South Africa. According to Table 1 
above, 45.6% (115) speak Setswana and other languages 
follow. The study shows that majority of the participants are 
Setswana speaking people. 

This study also seeks to understand the educational 
qualification of the respondents. It was recorded that 
majority of them hold higher and university educational 
qualifications 73.8% (186). Secondary certificate holders 
were 23.14% (60) while 2.4% (6) are primary school 
certificate holders. 

B. The factors that restrict civil servants from adopting 
social media platforms 

Number of factors affect or hinder civil servants from 
adopting social media platforms. According to Ferreira and 
Du Plessis [3], the followings threats can cause users’ 
withdrawal from Social media platforms: low productivity, 
privacy and security risks, distraction, phishing, identity 
theft, social engineering, spam, malware, lack of trust and 
the list continues. This objective section aimed at 
discovering factors that may hinder the civil servants from 
adopting Social media platforms. The objective involves 
three questions to determine these factors. 

Cultural factors hindering the adoption of social media 
platforms - This question was intended to understand the 
different cultural factors that might hinder civil servants from 
adopting social media platforms. According to Cilliers et al. 

[6], online users have personal and social differences such as 
social status (class), culture, ethics, values, beliefs and many 
others, which impact their decision to adopt Social media 
platforms. 

Figure 2. Cultural factors hindering the adoption of social media 

Figure 2 above indicates that 36.99% (93) of the 
respondents believed that none of the cultural factors hinders 
their adoption of social media, while 20.33% (51) attribute 
customs and traditions as hindrance factors. The overall 
findings illustrate that most civil servants are not hindered by 
their cultural factors from adopting social media platforms; 
however, customs and traditions have some level of 
hindrance to the users. 

Workplace policy influences civil servants’ usage of 
social media platforms in working environments - This 
question seeks to find out whether workplace policy prevents 
civil servants from using Social media platforms at work. 
The findings revealed that 37% (94) state affirmatively that 
their workplace policy hinders workers from adopting or 
using social media at work. Importantly, this response 
contradicts the findings made by [22], which state that 
organizations use social media to engage with workers and 
join cooperative communication. Cilliers et al. [21] further 
added that Social Media enables employees to reach out to 
other colleagues and potential customers. Moreover, 36.9% 
(93) of the respondents indicated that workplace policy does 
not deny them the use of social media, while 14.2% (36) 
were uncertain, and 11% (28) responded that none of the 
options was applicable to them. The findings proved that 
workplace policy restricts civil servants from adopting social 
media platforms in their work environment. 

Civil servant challenges in adopting social media 
platforms - There are a number of challenges that users face 
when adopting social media platforms. Table 3 seeks to 
determine those challenges. 
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TABLE II. CHALLENGES IN ADOPTING SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

Table 2 above demonstrates that 40.9% (103) are affected by 
the high cost of data and other challenges. The results clearly 
show that the high cost of data is the most common 
hindrance confronting most participants. 

C. Civil servants perception on the social media platforms 
design; time consuming, destroys cultural values and 
security challenges 

Civil servants’ perception on the design and the time 
spent on social media platforms determines whether it will 
be used on a work-related basis or for personal activities. 
The impact of social media platforms on civil servants’ 
culture will certainly determine whether they will accept the 
usage. Furthermore, security situations will have an impact. 
The questions below are aimed at determining all these from 
the civil servants. 

TABLE III. SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS DESIGNED FOR SPECIFIC 

GROUPS; TIME CONSUMING, DESTROYS CULTURAL VALUES AND SECURITY 

CHALLENGES

Table 3 comprises of four questions with the aim to 
understand whether civil servants perceived that Social 
media platforms was designed for specific group of 
individuals, and time consuming, destroying cultural values 
and exposing users to security threats and challenges. 
Question 1 proves that social media platforms are not 
designed for specific group of individuals, with 61.1% (154) 

in support. The findings clearly show that civil servants 
believe that social media is not designed for ordinary people 
and not for everyone to use.  

The second question shows that 64.28% (162) strongly 
suggest that social media usage is time consuming. In 
support of the findings, Leftheriotis and Giannakos [19] 
noted that employees view Social Media as a time-waster. In 
addition, Cilliers et al. [21] also indicated that employees 
could become overly obsessed with the use of social media, 
which may prevent them from performing their professional 
duties effectively. According to the third question, 36.1% 
(91) of the respondents stated that the use of social media 
destroys their cultural values. The study proves that civil 
servants’ usage of social media platforms gradually destroys 
their cultural values and norms, while 56.7% (143) of the 
respondents suggested that the use of social media exposes 
users to different forms of online security challenges. 

Leftheriotis and Giannakos [19] indicated that others 
view Social Media as a security threat, and therefore support 
the findings of this study. Moreover, Cilliers et al. [21] 
explained the dangers that employees may come across from 
the usage of social media, such as downloading online 
viruses that could harm systems or devices, as well as 
posting confidential data and information on social media. 

D. Pearson’s correlation  

Table 4 above presents the questions involved in the 
correlation and the assigned abbreviations to each of them. 

TABLE IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

The correlations are aimed at determining whether there 
is a relationship between the variables [26][27]. It was used 
in this study to determine the strength between two variables 
that lie between +1 and -1. The p-value is the center point for 
this study, which means that when the p-value is less than or 
equal (≤) to 0.5, then the relationship is significant to the 
study to make predictions [26]. This interpretation means 
that any variables above p-value (0.5) will be rejected and 
excluded from the study. Pearson’s coefficient scale as 
applied in the study: Weak uphill or downhill ± 0.30, 
Moderate uphill or downhill ± 0.50, Strong uphill or 
downhill ± 0.70, Strong downhill -1, Perfect = 1 and No 
linear relationship = 0 [26] [27]. Table 5’s contents were 
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based on **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-
tailed) and *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-
tailed). 

TABLE V. PEARSON’S CORRELATIONS FOR THE STUDY

According to Table 5, the findings show that there is a 
weak uphill (positive) relationship between participants’ 
level of education and their perception of whether cultural 
factors were considered while designing social media 
platforms (B1). It means that the more educated participants 
are, the more they think cultural factors are considered, and 
vice versa. The study also presents a weak uphill (positive) 
relationship between the level of education of civil servants 
and B4. It indicates that the more participants’ education 
levels increase, the more they believed that the use of Social 
Media would destroy their cultural values and beliefs, and 
vice versa. 

There is a weak uphill (positive) relationship between B2 
and B1; this finding indicates that the more participants 
believe that social media destroys their culture; the more 
they believe that their cultural factors are not considered 
while designing social media platforms. Furthermore, 
participants believe that an increase in the perception of B1 
means an increase in participants’ perception of B4 and this 
is a weak uphill (positive) relationship. In addition, there is a 
weak downhill (negative) relationship between B1 and B7. 
The findings show that a decrease in participants’ perception 
of B1 can lead to a decrease in B7, and vice versa. 

There is a weak uphill (positive) relationship between B2 
and B4. The findings indicate that an increase in B2 will 
automatically lead to an increase in B4, and vice versa. B2 
and B6 are positively (weak uphill) related to each other, 
which implies that upward movement on any of the variables 
will draw the other on the same movement. This means that 
the participants’ perception of B2 will positively influence 
B6. Furthermore, the study found that B3 has a weak uphill 
(positive) association with B4; the positive association 
suggests that an increase in any of the variables will move 
another to increase. The study found that participants 
believed that the usage of social media would expose them to 
online security challenges, which will positively impact on 
how the usage of social media destroys their cultural values. 

Questions B3 and B5 are moderately uphill (positively) 
linked; this finding proves that B3 will influence B5 to 
increase, and vice versa. This means that an increase in the 
perception of civil servants of B3 will also increase their 
perception of B5. B3 and B9 have a weak uphill (positive) 
relationship with each other, meaning that an increase in one 
will also cause the other variable to move in the same 
direction. According to the relationship between B4 and B5, 
there is a weak uphill (positive) association between both 
variables. This kind of relationship shows that both variables 
will always move in an upright position. The study also 
proves that B4 and B6 are in a weak uphill direction, which 
means that both variables increase together and influence 
each other. 

The statistical association between question B4 and B9 
indicates a weak uphill relationship, which indicates that 
when participants’ perceptions of B4 increases, then B9 will 
increase too. The finding proves that the way participants 
think of social media to destroy their cultural values, and 
increase how they feel about different cultural factors that 
hinder them from adopting social media. While B5 and B6 
are positively related, having weak uphill relationships, it 
simply means that both variables are moving in an upward 
direction at the same time. As they believe that social media 
is time consuming, it increases, so their perception is that 
social media is not designed for ordinary people to use. 
According to the study, B6 and B7 are weak uphill related, 
which shows that both variables have a good and positive 
impact on each other. Both variables move in an upward 
direction and influence each other. 

The study found that B6 and B9 have weak uphill 
impacts on each other, which indicates that the increasing 
views of participants on B6 will lead to their perception of 
B9 to also increase. This shows that participants think that 
social media was not designed for ordinary people to use, 
which increases as their views of B9 increase. Again, the 
association between B7 and B8 is viewed as weak downhill 
(negative); the nature of the correlation implies that when the 
participants’ view of B7 decreases, the outcome will 
automatically affect B8 to move in the same direction. In 
addition, B7 and B9 have a weak uphill impact on each 
other. The outcome shows that a positive perception of 
participants on B7 will also affect B9 positively (weak uphill 
movement). 

V. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To this study, the adoption of social media platforms 
presents opportunities as well as threats to user’s civil 
servants. Little is known in South Africa on the opportunities 
and threats of social media platforms on civil servants both 
on personal and work related purposes. This study has closed 
the existing research gap with a new insight and discovering 
of knowledge and ideas. Hysa et al. [17] suggest that 
scholars are aware of the benefits of social media platform 
on civil servants’ daily interactions with colleagues as well 
as families and friends. Here are some of the key findings 
from the study, which will help employees, and 
academicians in developing countries to understand what 
restricts employees adopting social media: 
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 The overall findings illustrate that most civil servants 
are not hindered by their cultural factors from 
adopting social media platforms; however, customs 
and traditions have some level of hindrance for the 
users. 

 The findings prove that workplace policy restricts 
civil servants from adopting social media platforms 
in their work environments. 

 The results clearly show that the high cost of data is 
the most common hindrance confronting most 
participants. However, there are other challenges, as 
shown in Table 3. 

 The findings clearly show that civil servants believe 
that social media is designed for ordinary people and 
for everyone to use. 

 The study further proves that civil servants’ usage of 
social media platforms gradually destroys their 
cultural values and norms. 

 The respondents suggest that the use of Social media 
platforms exposes users to different forms of online 
security challenges and threats, which act as a 
hindrance in their adoption. 

 In the end, it was found that the educational level of 
civil servants would determine whether they would 
believe that their cultural factors were considered in 
the design of social media. 

End-users expectations on social media platforms keep 
changing especially in the developing countries where 
cultural, social, economic and political (CSEP) challenges 
abound. The study recommends that for these restrictions to 
be conquered, social media platform designs should be based 
on civil servants’ (users’) cultural attributes. Furthermore, 
social media platforms should give users the ability to 
customize the platform to suit their culture. There should be 
enough training for the civil servants to understand the 
effective usage of social media platforms. Organizations 
should implement social media policies to promote effective 
and productive usage. Civil servants should undergo training 
on such policies. The cost of data for internet access should 
be reduced significantly to promote productive usage among 
different ages, populations and classes. Furthermore, civil 
servants should avoid borrowing social trends on social 
media that disvalue their own cultures and values. Managing 
different forms of bridges and exposing of personal 
information means adequate security, such as anti-virus, 
firewall, encryptions and many more across all social media 
platforms. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

There are different forms of restrictions that challenge 
civil servants in adopting social media platforms in 
developing countries. This study was able to highlight those 
challenges and restrictions confronting the civil servants’ 
intentions with the ability to inform organisations and 
designers alike. The future for social media platforms is 
bright in developing countries; researchers should carry out 
research to determine what civil servants are really doing on 

social media when the opportunity arises. Research should 
be conducted to understand the factors that push civil 
servants to adopt social media. This kind of study has to be 
conducted on the influence social media on different 
population groups. 
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Abstract— Although blockchain protocols have existed for 
some time now, a focused analysis on smart contracts, as 
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for user driven 
and web based applications, is clearly missing. APIs as abstract 
interfaces can inspire us in designing smart contract based 
applications and information infrastructures. Such an 
approach has an impact both on the architecture and coding of 
applications. In this article, we will use our pilot on managing 
building rights within the City of Geneva to demonstrate how 
the architecture, design and implementation of smart contracts 
can be advanced. Initiating the creation of new applications 
and services based on the smart contracts characteristics, such 
as forced temporality and immutability and transparency, 
comes with new opportunities and challenges. Blockchain 
could be more than an innovative technology, a building block 
of new forms of social applications and infrastructures through 
the design of smart contracts as APIs. 

Keyword-Smart contracts; Blockchain pilot; APIs; Web 
APIs; information infrastrucure and application; user-generated 
content. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of our article is to examine a 

blockchain - smart contract infrastructure, inspired by APIs, 
in a real life pilot. This research and application effort, 
launched late 2018, is still in progress within the Geneva 
City administration. We will start the article presenting smart 
contracts in relation to the concepts of information 
infrastructures, in particular Application Programming 
Interfaces (API). An analysis will follow, presenting the 
work that is taking place, involving various actors: a research 
group of the University of Applied Sciences in Geneva, 
collaborating with several public administration departments 
of the Geneva State in the area of building rights 
management and house development, notably the Cantonal 
Office of Housing and Urban Planning (DALE) and selected 
private entities. The goal of this cross-organizational, action 
oriented, research effort is to co-produce a set of smart 
contracts, developed as APIs, facilitating the open and 
transparent execution of urban planning processes, while 
designing a multi-stakeholder governance infrastructure of 
smart contracts. This information infrastructure could set the 
basis for initiating hybrid, public – private, services in the 

future. Finally, we will discuss the importance of coding 
smart contracts as APIs. We will make appear some crucial 
characteristics of smart contracts as key elements both in the 
area of building rights management and the smart contracts’ 
themselves. 

This is how our paper is structured. In section II, we 
describe in more detail what a standard API is and discuss 
the sociotechnical aspect of information infrastructures, 
mainly in terms of public governance. In section III, we 
present how smart contracts create applications and spaces of 
social decision. Finally, in sections IV and V, we describe 
the, API driven, architecture of our information 
infrastructure, related to our pilot application, and discuss 
further work and challenges. 

II. UNDERSTANDING APIS AS INFORMATION 
INFRASTRUCTURES 

As already demonstrated in previous research efforts [1], 
we cannot rely on the modern disciplinary methods and 
frameworks of knowledge in order to think and interpret the 
transformative effect which new technology is having on our 
culture. It is precisely these methods and frameworks that 
modern technology requires us to rethink. Smart contracts as 
APIs can intersect the current state of opacity in application 
development and contribute to our understanding of semantic 
rules to user created applications. 

An API can be understood as an abstract interface 
establishing parameters for computational exchange. These 
parameters can be accessed and incorporated for the creation 
of any number of possible interfaces. In other words, it acts 
as an interface, mainly by representing and defining the 
possible functions of the exposed information elements, in 
the form of tools that express, and make available, certain 
functions of these elements. In this way, an API creates a 
standardized method to facilitate forms of exchange between 
various information elements and computational agents to 
make them interoperable and independent of their respective 
implementations [2]. As mentioned, this is done through an 
API’s establishing of specified procedures, typically through 
establishing parameters of access through the assigning of 
various identifiers, priorities and restrictions that can be 
operated upon within API-facilitated exchanges.  
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In regards to which information elements can and cannot 
be surfaced and shared, an API can be seen as both an entry 
point into the black box of a particular computational 
service, but also as a clearly defined possibility towards other 
possible exchanges with this service. At present, the term 
API refers specifically to the category of APIs known as 
Web-based APIs. A Web API encapsulates and specifies all 
of the valid messages that two or more computational parties 
can request and accept while communicating via network 
protocols [3]. 

Bucher [4] provides important understandings to the 
sociotechnical questions at play in API practices. They 
pertain to API-supported fields such as application 
ecosystems and social media platforms. They are better 
understood when combining insights from fields, such as 
software studies with ethnographic approaches into how 
developers produce and make sense of code in their work 
with APIs. The importance of APIs as both practical 
connective enablers and abstract infrastructures for 
networked computational practices is a key element of our 
analysis. By focusing on smart contracts as an API 
implementation in information infrastructures, we aim to 
give a few suggestions for how anyone working with them 
might think openness and terms of inclusivity set upon 
practices of sharing, participation and exchange. 

Information infrastructures are closely linked to social 
innovation. They are considered as a significant part of 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 
innovations, the development and study of which comprises 
both the technological components, as well as, the social 
aspects. The analysis of these information infrastructures 
includes technological characteristics, capabilities, 
interactions and negotiations between actors involved in their 
development. Information infrastructures have to be 
developed through a collaborative approach, as actors have 
to give up control some over their data and systems to realize 
mutual benefits, supported by governance mechanisms 
making this possible. The entire setting in which actors 
operate may change because of a social innovation [5]. This 
requires organizations to develop advanced social and 
collaborative capabilities, to be able to realize new modes of 
public governance. Social factors affect the development, 
adoption, change, operations, and stability of information 
infrastructures, as well as, the application and services linked 
to them [6].  

In this context, learning from APIs while developing 
smart contracts, can be extremely useful in the following 
areas: a) designing and deploying the overall architecture of 
our application, b) understanding and explaining, the unique 
possibility of each smart contract as an API, serving a larger, 
user oriented information infrastructure and c) establishing 
user driven parameters negotiating the relationship between 
transparency, openness, business model and integration of 
systems. There areas are answering to questions such as what 
data is closed, what is open, what is made accessible, what is 
kept internal to a system, what is open to edition and how 
this possibility to edit is, actually, taking place.  

Our approach provides more experience and results at 
this exact point. Smart contracts as APIs become an 

important element to give some sense on how data is being 
circulated, made accessible and inaccessible. Even more, 
they allow us to (re)think, and at times intervene, to the 
overall rules of governance of platforms and applications 
around us. 

III. ON SMART CONTRACTS 
Understanding smart contracts as applications and spaces of 
social decision making, needs a more detailed analysis. This 
is what this section attempts to do. 

A. Smart Contracts and their design as applications  
The term smart contract was introduced by Nick Szabo 

back in 1997 [7]. Smart contracts are self-executing 
computer programs that implement a set of functionalities. 
They are based on business rules and contractual agreements. 
Smart contracts, very much like APIs, can automate business 
logic by embedding, verifying, and enforcing the contractual 
clauses of an agreement without intervention from 
intermediaries.  The main characteristics of smart contracts 
include machine readability and distributed code running on 
a blockchain platform. Smart contracts, similarly to APIs, 
can be part of an application program, but can also act 
autonomously for a predefined period distributed [8]. 

Blockchain technology established the ground for the 
implementation of smart contracts as pieces of code that 
consist of executable functions and state variables. 
Specifically the execution of a function changes the state of 
the variables according to related logic implementation. 
Nowadays, the Ethereum blockchain protocol [9], is the most 
widely used technological platform for the development of 
the smart contracts, using Solidity, an object oriented high-
level language, as the implementation language.  

The design of a smart contract consists of their 
conceptual and technical part. The latter requires the setup of 
the blockchain nodes, the definition of the business 
functions, the description of the processes between the users 
and the application template design for the definition of the 
smart contract. The conceptual design consists of the 
description and classification of business rules that will be 
extracted from information carriers (e.g., documents or 
code). The specification of conversion of extracted rules to 
smart contract functionalities using domain knowledge, 
formally represented as ontologies [10]. The extracted 
information gains semantic meaning from the exploitation 
and usage of standardized knowledge representation, such as 
ontologies and semantic rules. Adopting semantic rules 
incorporated into, and enforced by a smart contract, can be 
facilitated by using smart contract templates. The templates 
can serve as the skeleton for generating the final smart 
contract to be used in the blockchain network. 

B. On Contracts, Smart Contracts and Social Decision 
making 
As Dupont and Maurer argue, blockchain technologies 

differ from traditional social systems that validate, maintain 
and enforce contracts between people (e.g., accountancy and 
legal systems), because crypto-contracts tend to build social 
and functional properties within the system [11]. In other 
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words, where lawyers and judges are needed to enforce legal 
regulations and notaries are needed to validate certain legally 
binding contracts, the blockchain allows for the validation of 
smart contracts and their enforcement in its own right 
without the necessity for arbitrating third parties. This 
implies that in contrast with conventional contract laws, 
which are necessarily coupled with their human validators 
and enforcers, blockchain technologies are capable of 
establishing and maintaining forms of political organization 
that are (at least in the virtual realm) self-sustaining [12].  

The decentralized enforcement of smart contracts 
“dematerializes” or rather depersonalizes the auditing 
authority: it eradicates the need for human arbitrators such as 
notaries or accountants. While traditional contracts can be 
described as textually expressed voluntary agreements 
between two or more contracting parties that require human 
arbitration to be validated, audited and enforced, a smart 
contract appears as a mechanism that can be made binding 
by means of computational scrutiny, without human 
interference. However, the work of contracting remains 
embedded in social interactions, namely the act of 
consenting to a specific contractual reality. The aspects that 
are delegated to the technology are the validation, storing 
and enforcement of the contractual clauses. 

As an initial governance method for our case study, 
linked to smart contract and information infrastructure 
challenges, we envisage a consensus-driven approach. As 
Klievink and Janssen note, the consensus process is well 
suited for a society where technological and economic 
progress is within reach [13]. This approach has two clear 
advantages over existing alternatives. First, the initiation of 
an ongoing discussion with interested parties, as to achieve 
an early alignment on governance rules, mainly through a 
proposal and voting possibilities. Second, pilot participants 
gradually develop strong incentives to resolve conflicts early 
in the process to secure the viability of the application.  

 

IV. PILOT: OPEN REGISTERS FOR BUILDING RIGHTS 
In this section, we will examine the context of our pilot and 
describe the, API driven, architecture of our information 
infrastructure.  

A. Context 
The DALE (Office cantonal du Logement et de la 

Planification Foncière,  State of Geneva), in collaboration 
with the University of Applied Sciences in Geneva (HEG-
GE) are co-producing a public register with set of smart 
contracts facilitating the open and transparent execution of 
urban planning processes. This existing initiative attempts to: 
a) test and authenticate the execution of a process between 
several entities of the domain, through the application of 
smart contracts and b) make proposals around a multi-
stakeholder governance of smart contracts for public 
services.  

A recent study by Credit Suisse [14] describes the 
challenging situation around an “affordable” housing-to-buy 
in Geneva, highlighting, the urbanism consequence: 
transportation, pollution, environment, moving of population 

to other countries - areas. Thus, new solutions, services and 
policies around building rights and urban planning are 
becoming urgent. The existing informational infrastructure 
includes a detailed analysis of the business process around 
building permissions. The overall view of how the building 
permission is processed today, includes: a) public 
administration actors - departments’ participation and roles, 
b) decision process and status of a building permit and c) 
rules of when and how are building rights are calculated. 

There are few selected information and consultation 
initiatives, driven by the public administration, with 
professional and local populations before the opening of new 
building zone. This process is set in order to generate 
building rights in specific areas with some kind of citizen 
participation. Evaluating this situation, we concluded that the 
process is largely opaque to the outside and confined within 
the public administration actors. At the same time, opening a 
new building zone can last up to four years, depending on 
various circumstances. Moreover, the implementation 
process of the accepted projects, in a specific building area, 
is not available to the public. These initial elements justify 
the main goal of this pilot: managing the building rights 
process in a more open, educated and collective way. 

B. An API driven architecture 
The architecture of our application tries to serve the need 

for more openness, transparency and collective management 
by the following core socio-technical elements: a) 
decentralized, permissive and editable storage of all data 
collected within our application, b) easy and transparent 
smart contract deployment and scrutiny for the related 
administrative processes and c) possibility for users to create 
proposals and vote for the proposals of others.  

We are using the InterPlanetary File System’s (IPFS) 
API to interact with it as our storage system. IPFS is a 
protocol and network designed to create a content-
addressable, peer-to-peer method of storing and sharing 
hypermedia in a distributed file system [15]. Similar to a 
torrent, IPFS allows users to not only receive but host and 
edit content.  

As opposed to a centrally located server IPFS is built 
around a decentralized system of user-operators who hold a 
portion of the overall data, creating a resilient system of file 
storage and sharing. The main method is the following: a 
hash is obtained based on the image file's binary codes. The 
file is retrieved by searching for it with its hash. It is not 
possible to replace an image, with another one, because the 
file is changing when its hash changes. The hash code is 
immutable on the Ethereum Blockchain and the file is 
immutable on IPFS.  

For our application to interact with IPFS, we are using 
the method, presented in Figure 1. An IPFS node dials to 
other application instances using WebRTC: 
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                ┌──────────────┐ 
│   Browser    │ libp2p(WebRTC) │   Browser    
│ 
│              │◀──────────────▶│              
│ 
└──────────────┘                
└──────────────┘ 
       ▲                                  ▲ 
       │WebSockets              WebSockets│ 
       │        ┌──────────────┐          │ 
       │        │   Desktop    │          │ 
       └───────▶│   Terminal   

│◀─────────┘ 
    └──────────────┘ 

 
Figure 1. Application diagram with an IPFS node that dials to other 

instances using WebRTC 
 
We are using the Nuxt.js framework, ideal for creating 

Vue.js applications and abstracting away the client/server 
distribution. The two important functions deployed are the 
ADD function (which takes a message ready to be posted 
and returns the information of the created hash) and the 
READ function read (which takes a hash and returns the 
message created). 

The next step is to add the discussion with Ethereum, 
here the logic of the mechanism. We first check if we have 
local data to be taken into consideration through the user’s 
browser: if no, we collect the data by reading the smart 
contract, pointing us to the file that needs to be recovered. If 
yes, we check with the smart contract that the referenced 
data are still valid, we update the smart contract and notify 
all the users that this change took place, followed by the 
online documentation. This process is facilitated by an 
appropriate middleware known as MetaMask. MetaMask is 
an application acting as a bridge that allows to run Ethereum 
apps from the user’s browser without running a full 
Ethereum node. 

The result of these architectural choices is an early 
prototype, published in June 2019, validated as a minimum 
viable product from the actors of the pilot. It follows the 
architecture described above and gives access to read and 
edit an initial building rights’ table (DAB) describing the 
number of building rights allocated to a specific construction 
area, as well as, the exact parts of land associated to them. In 
Figure 2, we present a view of the main page of the DAB 
prototype: 

 

 
 
Figure 2. The DAB prototype accessible at https://proto3.ynternet.org/ 

 
This initial table describing building rights in a specific 

construction area is at the core of the case study. It is the 
main register allowing for building applicants (site 
developers, architects, private entities) to interact with the 
public administration and claim their rights to execute a 
building project in a selected area. Below follows a more 
detailed view of this, now, decentralised and blockchain 
validated table. Figure 3 demonstrates how the editing of the 
initial building rights table in the DAB is presented: 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Editing the initial building rights table in the DAB prototype 
accessible at https://proto3.ynternet.org/ 

 
Regarding proposal creation of the application, our 

architecture implements the following general idea: when a 
user wants to send a new data through a smart contract, or 
even create a new one, we add his/her proposal on a stack of 
proposals with a dedicated function (addProposal). When we 
accept a proposal, we empty the stack and replace the data 
with the one in the proposal (acceptProposal that calls 
updateHash). This point brings us to the semantic data 
structure of the application. As already mentioned, IPFS 
allow us to post whatever type of data we wish, raw data or 
encrypted data. The application is now saving data in the 
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), with a history of all edits 
made upon this data. The final version of the application will 
generate several JSON data models based on different 
processes, for example the table of distribution of user’s 
building- rights in the application: one can create a specific 
field data, mapped as an object of which each key is another 
object, as demonstrated in Figure 4: 

 
{ 
  "data": { 
    "parcelle_id_1": { 
      "bat_1": "dab_1", 
      "bat_2": "dab_2", 
    } 
    "parcelle_id_2": { 
      "bat_2": "dab_4", 
    } 
  } 
  "created_at": "xxxx", 
  "created_by": "xxxx", 
  "previousVersion": "xxxx" 
} 
 

Figure 4. Data structure for the distribution of user’s building rights 
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This modular and decentralized architecture, described in 
summary above, is thought out itself as an API. It acts as an 
interface for semantic data to be stored and then executed, as 
part of, or new smart contracts. These data are organised and 
can be accessed through a central smart contract, an oracle, 
which will serve as a registry table for other smart contracts. 
The oracle keeps a key - value of an identifier to the address 
of a smart contract tracing back to all data related to it. This 
process is called oraclize and provides a way to get outside 
data from any API onto the blockchain. This point allows us 
to proceed to the next area and examine the actual coding 
structure of smart contracts as APIs. 

C. Coding Smart Contracts as APIs 
Coding Smart Contracts as APIs allows us to design and 

deploy them, with the four characteristics described in the 
following paragraphs. The first one consists of making 
public a register with its data and add a read and write 
function available to its users. Figure 5 details how this code 
operates.  

 
// This is the object structure representing a record 
    struct record { 
      address created_by; 
      address updated_by; 
      address smartContractAddress; 
      bool exists; 
    } 
    // the mapping representing the register 
    mapping(string => record) internal register; 
    // Public function that write a record into the register 
    function write(string memory _identifier, address 

_smartContractAddress) public returns (bool) { 
        address creator = msg.sender; 
        if (register[_identifier].exists) { 
            creator = register[_identifier].created_by; 
        } 
        register[_identifier] = record({smartContractAddress: 

_smartContractAddress, exists: true, updated_by: msg.sender, created_by: 
creator}); 

        return true; 
    } 
    // Public function that read a record value from the register 
    function read(string memory _identifier) public view returns 

(address) { 
          require(register[_identifier].exists, "This record is empty"); 
     
          return register[_identifier].smartContractAddress; 
    } 
 

Figure 5. Creation of a blockchain register with a read and write 
functions 

 
The second characteristic is linked to the modularity 

smart contracts as APIs, particularly for assigning of various 
identifiers, priorities and rules. This includes adding the 
canUpdateExistingRecord parameter, set with the smart 
contract deployment. This parameter is stating if an existing 
record can be updated. In Figure 6, we present the initiation a 
smart contract as an API. 

 
// Can you update an existing record ? 
    bool internal canUpdateExistingRecord;    
 // At Smart Contract deployment you must say if an existing record can 

be updated 
    constructor (bool _canUpdateExistingRecord) public { 
      canUpdateExistingRecord = _canUpdateExistingRecord; 

    } 
    ... 
    function write(string memory _identifier, address 

_smartContractAddress) public returns (bool) { 
      // Before writing into the register, check whether you are about to 

update an existing record and if you have the right to do so => otherwise we 
send an exception stating "Existing records can’t be updated" 

      require(!register[_identifier].exists || canUpdateExistingRecord, 
"Existing records can’t be updated"); 

      ... 
    } 

 
Figure 6. Initiating a smart contract as an API 

 
The third characteristic is about initiating a continuous 

interoperability between, user-driven, applications. This is 
initiated by adding an event, emitted every time someone 
writes on the register. The data of this event are describing 
its full internal process and are open and reusable to all 
blockchain users. In Figure 7, we demonstrate the code 
creating events allowing for more interoperability. 

 
// event that can be transmitted and followed on the blockchain 
    event writeRegister( 
      string _identifier, 
      address _smartContractAddress 
    );     
    ... 
    function write(string memory _identifier, address 

_smartContractAddress) public returns (bool) { 
      ... 
      // when we write into the register, we emit the event 
      emit writeRegister(_identifier, _smartContractAddress); 
      ... 
    } 
 

Figure 7. Creating events allowing for more interoperability 
 
The final characteristic regards the possibility for a 

collaborative edition of the smart contracts based on 
transparent rules and constant user driven improvement. This 
take place by adding a function that changes the value of the 
canUpdateExistingRecord parameter. The code presented in 
Figure 8 introduces a propositions’ mechanism for all users 
of the application and will be, at a later stage of this pilot, 
associated to a voting function.  

 
 // an event to be sent when someone change the 

canUpdateExistingRecord value 
    event updateCanUpdateExistingRecord( 
      bool _oldValue, 
      bool _newValue, 
    ); 
    // You can modify the canUpdateExistingRecord value 
    function setCanUpdateExistingRecord(bool 

_canUpdateExistingRecord) public { 
      emit updateCanUpdateExistingRecord(canUpdateExistingRecord, 

_canUpdateExistingRecord); 
      canUpdateExistingRecord = _canUpdateExistingRecord; 
    } 
 

Figure 8. Towards user driven collaboration and improvement 
 
As with all public smart contracts, the code presented 

above can be traced online with all of its actual transactions 
[16].  The demonstrated characteristics showed how a smart 
contract designed as an API, can be implemented in a 
modular and open way. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Application development, in a blockchain and smart 

contracts context, seems like a novel opportunity to create 
platforms with less opacity and great collaboration for their 
participants. However, blockchain(s) remain protocol(s) and 
as we already learned in the last twenty, or so, years, 
decentralized protocols are neither participative, nor more 
democratic by default: control and centralization can take 
place in various levels and spheres [17]. Through this article, 
we tried to use APIs as an overall concept both of the 
architecture and the smart contracts of our pilot. Particularly, 
the function the oracle is cutting through existing APIs and 
smart contracts as applications.  

Developing an API culture is a prerequisite to use any 
information infrastructure, particularly the ones allowing for 
the deployment of smart contract enabled applications. Smart 
contracts’ immutability and forced temporality are crucial. 
At the time of execution of an application, there are elements 
that demand explicit attention and negotiation with involved 
stakeholders. Moreover, they need to be designed and 
thought our as APIs, exposing for the very beginning their 
objectives, rules of operation and governance.  

The early experience from our building rights’ 
management pilot is teaching us that, smart contracts 
adoption and administration, need to be tightly linked to 
specific skills within the responsible organizations. The main 
driver for public sector blockchain pilot initiatives, like our 
Geneva based pilot described in this article, is mostly based 
in the principles of transparency and efficiency, particularly 
in business process and data monitoring.  Blockchain and 
smart contracts are unique elements for information 
infrastructures serving such principles.  
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Abstract—Service evaluation depends on various factors, such 

as assurance, responsiveness, and tangibles. Given that 

emotional satisfaction affects service satisfaction, analyzing 

both the evaluation and emotions is important in improving 

service. Previous studies have identified the evaluation factor 

and determined the degree of influence on the resulting 

evaluation. However, there is little effective analysis that reflects 

the influence of such a factor on emotion. In this study, we use 

hierarchal Latent Dirichlet Allocation and structural equation 

modeling (SEM) to express the causality relationships of service 

evaluation visually and quantitatively. Emotion obtained 

quantitatively by using sentiment analysis is newly applied to 

SEM to obtain knowledge reflecting the influence of emotion. As 

a result of the experiment, we can identify the causality of 

service and determine the influence of the evaluation factor and 

emotion quantitatively.  

Keywords-sentiment analysis; service analysis; SEM; hLDA; 

causal analysis 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In recent years, the service industry has grown rapidly 
such that in developed countries, there are so many markets 
that account for 60% to 70% of a country's gross domestic 
product (GDP). In the United States where GDP is the highest, 
the service industry's GDP is $ 15.52 trillion, accounting for 
80% of the total GDP [1]. In addition, with the spread of 
smartphones, apps for various services (e.g., Twitter, 
navigation), the introduction of recommended hotels, and the 
rise of electronic services (e.g., Internet shopping) are rapidly 
increasing. With this background, the importance of services 
has grown in recent years. Service improvement is important 
as services are produced and consumed at the same time 
compared with products that are released and finished. Thus, 
analyzing the evaluation of the service in order to improve 
such service is important. 

Service evaluation depends on various factors, such as 
assurance, responsiveness, and tangibles. For example, 
SERVQUAL evaluates the quality of service [2] with five-
dimensional indicators, and Airport Service Quality (ASQ) 
[3] defines airport evaluation factors. As there are many 
factors in the evaluation of services, it is necessary to find out 
the evaluation factors to analyze the evaluation. 

Generally, analyzing services is difficult because these 
have special features like Intangible, Heterogeneous, 

Inseparable, and Perishable (IHIP). However, there are 
several clues to analyze the services from the data (e.g., 
questionnaire). Especially, user review is useful because the 
review describes user experience of and perceived from the 
services. Therefore, it is possible to analyze the quality of 
service and the evaluation of service. Meanwhile, emotional 
satisfaction is also regarded as an important and attractive 
factor in service satisfaction. That is, customers experience 
different positive and negative emotions related to service, 
and these emotions influence service satisfaction [4]. Of 
course, these factors influence service evaluation and the 
emotions related to the service are implied in the user review; 
however, there is no study to identify and analyze evaluation 
factors together with emotional information. 

This paper describes the method by which to perform 
causality analysis from text data, such as user review. In order 
to treat causal analysis, we use the topic-based approaches by 
applying a topic model to the review. In addition, the emotions 
for evaluation factors in the text are quantitatively determined 
using sentiment analysis technology. By applying topic and 
emotion information to structural equation modeling (SEM), 
we analyze the influence of each factor quantitatively. 

The first contribution of this paper is that it obtains the 

knowledge reflecting emotional information from the user 

review by using sentiment analysis. Second, it understands 

the influence on the emotion of the evaluation factor based 

on the idea that emotions are essential for service evaluation 

factor analysis. By using SEM with path diagram, we can also 

analyze and understand the causality relationships among 

topics and their emotions associated with topics that are 

visually and quantitatively express. 

Section 2 refers to the existing related research, section 3 

explains the core technology of the analysis process, and 

section 4 describes analysis experiments using actual data. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In related research, SERVQUAL [2] measures the quality 
of service by measuring the gap between advance expectation 
and subsequent experience using five indicators prepared in 
advance. SURVPERF [5] measures the quality of service 
based on the subsequent experience alone. Related researches 
include a study that further increased the dimension from 
these five dimensions [6] and another that changed the 
dimension to measure the quality of electronic service [7]. 
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Asesthere are many evaluation indicators, it is difficult to 
measure all services by one standard because there are many 
types of services and their characteristics largely differ. 

Meanwhile, related works on SEM include a study that has 
found relationships between customer loyalty and service 
quality [8] and another that has proposed a model to infer the 
purchase factor of the game by combining hierarchal Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (hLDA) and SEM [9]. Another study 
made improvements to the SERVQUAL index and analyzed 
it with SEM [6]. These works, however, do not consider the 
emotion of the text. 

Meanwhile, emotional satisfaction is largely believed to 
affect service satisfaction [4]. In relation to this, sentimental 
analysis is useful in comprehending and handling the 
emotional information. A study utilizes sentiment analysis 
and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to evaluate the quality 
of airport services [10], while another determines the user’s 
evaluation for each attribute by combining Airport Council 
International (ACI)-defined airport service quality attributes 
and sentiment analysis [11]. In these studies, emotion is 
considered one of the important factors in sales of services; 
thus it is essential to consider emotion. However, no study has 
proposed structural equation modeling that considers the 
emotion contained in text.  

Therefore, the current paper proposes the model for SEM 
with emotion information. By using this model, we can 
acquire knowledge including emotion information visually. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, the analysis is performed according to the 

process of Figure 1. First, topics are extracted by learning a 

topic model. Next, we find the emotion and topic distribution 

for that topic. Finally, a model is constructed based on these 

data and this is then analyzed by SEM so that can gain 

knowledge. 

A. Topic Model  

The topic model is a technology that tries to clarify the 
structure of a document group by inferring words contained in 
the topic based on the premise that the document group has a 
specific topic. In a topic model, a document is a collection of 
words probabilistically generated by the topic to which it 
belongs. 

Topic models include different methods, such as latent 
semantic analysis (LSA) [12], LDA [13] and hLDA [14]. The 
LDA assumes a multi-topic model in which the document is 
based on mixed topics. LDA has a 1:n relationship between 
documents and topics, not 1:1 like LSA. LDA is considered to 

be a more natural model in documents, such as review texts 
that are written in one document about various aspects [13]. 

HLDA is an extended method of LDA and is a hierarchal 
model as shown in Figure 2. It has the property of 
automatically constructing relationships among hierarchical 
topics. As a learning result, a hierarchical model constructed 
hierarchically and a keyword group constituting each topic are 
generated together with their generation probabilities. The 
specific content of the topic can be inferred from the keyword 
groups of a topic. In this study, hLDA is used because it is a 
natural document model and the relationships between topics 
are defined automatically. 

B. Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment analysis literally refers to the analysis of 
emotions. By using sentiment analysis, such as posted 
comments, one can determine whether consumers have 
negative or positive emotions and the strength of such 
emotions. Sentiment analysis can be performed on a per-
document or per-sentence basis. 

To embed emotion to SEM explained later, we have to 
recognize emotions on each topic for each review. In this 
study, we regard the average of emotion values ranging 
between -1(negative) and 1(positive) as document emotions 
by calculating Equation (1) as  

𝐸𝑖𝑚= 
1

|𝑇𝑖(𝑆𝑚)|
∑ 𝐸(𝑠),𝑠∈𝑇𝑖(𝑆𝑚)                  (1) 

where Eim is the emotion about the topic 𝑇𝑖  of the review Rm; 

Sm is a set of sentences in Rm and | | is the element number of a 

set; Ti(Sm) represents the sentence set of Sm, including the topic 

I; and the function E recognizes the emotion of a sentence. If 

there is no sentence related to a topic, (1) calculates 0 and 

regards this sentiment about the topic as neutral. The longer 

the review, the more likely it is to include other topics. 

Therefore, it is possible to extract emotions related to topics 

more accurately by focusing only on sentences containing 
topics in reviews. 

Here, valence aware dictionary for sentiment reasoning 

(VADER) [15] is used as function E in the equation. This 
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method is particularly accurate for sentiment analysis in 

social media. There are several studies that used VADER. 

One study analyzed the correlation of positive and negative 

user reviews of mobile apps before and after app update, 

respectively, by using VADER because VADER has the high 

precision in the social media field [16]. In VADER, the value 

of emotion is represented by -1 to 1 (the closer to -1 the more 

negative and the closer to 1 the more positive the emotion). 

Therefore, the Eim outputs the value between -1 and 1.  

C. Strucuture Equation Modeling (SEM) 

SEM [17] is a technology characterized by the use of 

factor analysis and regression analysis. Factor analysis is the 

idea that observed variables are based on some hidden factor, 

and the influence of the factor is to be determined by 

“correlation” (variance / covariance). Regression analysis is 

a technique for finding the relationship between a variable to 

be predicted (target variable) and a variable (explanatory 

variable, independent variable) that describes the target 

variable. In other words, SEM can be considered as a factor 

regression analysis. 

The SEM can express causal relationships between 

variables visually and quantitatively by using a path model, 

as shown in Figure 3. A path model consists of three 

elements: latent variables, observed variables, and paths. 

Latent variables are factors that cannot be observed in actual. 

Observation variables can actually be observed and are 

essential for estimating a latent variable. In the path model. 

Latent variables are represented by ellipses and observation 

variables are represented by rectangles. The causal 

relationship between such items is represented by the path of 

the arrow, and the degree of influence is represented by the 

path coefficient. 

D. Construct Path Model and Find Knowledge 

Topics that cannot be observed directly are considered as 

latent variables serving as correspondence between SEM and 

topic model. The keywords that make up the topic, the 

emotion for the topics, and the rating values of each review 

are the observation variables. From the idea of the topic 

model that words are generated by topics, each topic is 

regarded as a factor and the paths from the topics are drawn 

to the keywords to which the topics are related. Moreover, the 

paths between topics are drawn from the upper topics to the 

lower ones based on the idea of the hierarchical structure of 

the hLDA topics.  

Next, we explain the process of incorporating emotional 

information into the path model. Emotional information 

influences the intention of a model. Thus, we have to 

carefully determine how to incorporate emotional 

information. Generally, emotions for service are generated as 

perceived experience (after the service) or the expectation 

(before using the service). Therefore, the model is expressed 

by drawing a path to emotional information from each topic. 

When we draw a path from the topic to emotional 

information, the causal relationship between the emotion and 

the topic becomes clear. Moreover, rating evaluation is 

considered to be generated from the top-level topic that 

includes all elements. Therefore, by drawing the path from 

the top-level topic to the rating evaluation, the model can 

represent the causal relationship with the rating.  

Furthermore, by comparing the values of path 

coefficients from the higher topics to the lower topics, it is 

possible to find an important factor for the rating. By paying 

attention to the path coefficient from the lowest topic to the 

keyword, we can find the degree of influence of more detailed 

factors. The path coefficients from each topic to emotion are 

large and the causal relationship with emotion could be 

expressed. By comparing the path coefficient from each topic 

to emotion, topics with a larger causal relationship with 

emotion can be found. 

However, the path model of SEM is usually prone to 

model identification failure, especially if there are too many 

latent variables. Conversely, if the number of latent variables 

is less, the amount of information in the model may be too 

small for interpretation. As the topic is a latent variable in the 

path model, the number of topics must also be adjusted. We 

also need to remove unreliable paths and observation 

variables with relatively small influence. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

The purpose of this experiment is to confirm the 

feasibility of proposed approaches described in Section III. 

TABLE I.  DATA AND RESULT 

Dataset Name # of Reviews GFI AGFI RMSEA BIC 

Hotel 8104 0.9025 0.8881 0.05525 9188 

Airport 13444 0.9152 0.9005 0.05266 12950 

App 5442 0.8979 0.8835 0.05960 6848 

e-Commerce 19354 0.9213 0.9060 0.05446 19272 

 

 
Figure 3.  Path model of SEM 
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Furthermore, we consider the experimental results. 

A. Dataset, Parameters, and Processing 

In this analysis, the data must have text data and 

numerical evaluation data, and it is ideal to have as many 

review data as possible in order to apply the topic model. In 

addition, in order to characterize statistical data based on the 

concept of Bag of Words, the text of one review data must 

include many words. In this experiment, we employ user-

reviews of the datasets published online by Kaggle and 

Github: the airport, hotel, app for shops and electronic 

services for purchasing clothes. Airport, app and electronic 

services reviews are collected by web scraping. Hotel reviews 

are provided by Datafiniti’s Business Database. Each review 

has review text with a rating between 1 and 5 or 1 and 10. We 

also regard a review text as a document. In order to ensure 

that the topics and the appearance frequency of the feature 

words described are included in each document, only 

documents stated with more than 30 words are used. The app 

analyzes information from randomly extracted data. The 

number of reviews after these pre-processing is shown in 

Table 1. In this experiment, emotions on topics in the lowest 

level are determined for the construction of a path model. 

Moreover, 𝑇𝑖 in (1) indicates a topic of the lowest level (i.e., 

topic in third level). Whether a sentence includes or does not 

include a topic is determined based on whether or not a 

keyword constituting the topic is included.  

As criteria to evaluate the result, we use goodness of fit 

index (GFI), adjusted GFI (AGFI), root means square error 

of approximation (RMSEA), and Bayes information criterion 

(BIC) were used. As equations for GFI, AGFI, RMSEA, BIC, 

𝐺𝐹𝐼 =  
𝑡𝑟((∑(�̂�)−1(𝑆 − ∑(�̂�)))2)

𝑡𝑟((∑(�̂�)−1−𝑆)2)
,                 (2) 

where Σ(�̂�) is the estimated value of covariance matrix and  

 
Figure 4.  Analysis result of the app dataset 
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𝑆 is value of the actual sample covariance matrix. 𝑡𝑟((𝐴)2)  
expresses 𝑡𝑟(𝐴𝐴′), 

𝐴𝐺𝐹𝐼 = 1 −  
𝑛(𝑛+1)

2𝑑𝑓
 (1 − 𝐺𝐹𝐼),     (3) 

where 𝑛  is the number of observed variables and 𝑑𝑓  is 

degrees of freedom, 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴 =  √
max [

𝜒2−𝑑𝑓
𝑁−1

, 0]

𝑑𝑓
,                 (4) 

where 𝑁 is the number of samples, 

𝐵𝐼𝐶 =  𝜒2 − 𝑑𝑓 log(𝑁).                   (5) 

And as an equation to calculate degrees of freedom, 

𝑑𝑓 =  
1

2
𝑛(𝑛 + 1) − 𝑝,                       (6) 

where 𝑝 is the number of variables in equation. Equation (2) 

expresses how well the total variance in the saturation model 

can be explained by the estimation model. A value between 

0 and 1 is taken and the closer a value is to 1, the better the 

model becomes. A value of 0.9 or higher is desirable. GFI is 

unconditionally improved in fitness as model degrees of 

freedom decreases. Equation (3) corrects the shortcomings of 

GFI and penalizes models with many parameters and high 

complexity. The same value as GFI is taken, and the closer it 

is to 1 the better the resulting model. If the model is not 

complex, GFI and AGFI will be close values. Equation (4) is 

an index that expresses the difference between the model 

distribution and the true distribution. The fit is good with a 

value of 0.05 or less, and the fit is bad with 0.1 or more. 

Equation (5) estimates the posterior probability based on chi-

square value when the model is selected. This is used to 

evaluate the balance between model suitability and the 

amount of information and is used in carrying out relative 

evaluation. It is better for the value to be smaller. 

In this experiment, we used several packages and 

libraries: Mallet package [18] for hLDA, Python's nltk 

package with VADER technology [19] for sentiment 

analysis, and SEM package of R [20] for SEM analysis.  

B. Result 

Table 1 shows the calculation results of the evaluation 

indexes for each data and analyzed models. From Table 1, we 

could find that hotel, airport, and e-commerce models have a 

GFI of over 0.9 and AGFI maintains high levels. Moreover, 

none of the models have an RMSEA of less than 0.05 but the 

values are close to 0.05. It can be said that all of models fit 

well to the dataset and the constructed models are reliable 

from the viewpoint of these indices.  

As an example, let us show the result of the app dataset 

in Figure 4. The words at the bottom of the model are those 

that make up the identified topics from the text data of the 

review using the topic extraction with hLDA. Here, the topics 

(latent variables) are estimated by authors from the words that 

make up each topic. For example, “response” is estimated 

because it has a large causal relationship with “support” and 

is considered to be a topic related to responses to actions, 

such as “install,” “team,” and “issue.” We were able to create 

a path model based on the hierarchical structure of a text data 

document group revealed by hLDA. Further, causal 

relationships can be analyzed by paying attention to arrow 

and values calculated by SEM between topics or between 

topics and words at the bottom of the model. 

We focus on the “correspond” area with a large path 

coefficient from the top topic because this “correspond” can 

be considered as a topic having a large influence to the 

evaluation (rating). The “response” is also considered to be 

an important factor for evaluation because this path has a 

larger path coefficient after comparing between the two 

topics under “correspond.” Here, the path between the latent 

variable “response” and the value of the emotion has a large 

coefficient, implying that “response” influences the emotion 

strongly. Given that “correspond” has a strong path, 

therefore, it can be considered that the emotion of response 

also leads to evaluation.  

In the same way, when we check the other paths to 

emotions, we could find the relationships with and influences 

to evaluation. From the figure, “response,” “flow,” “price,” 

and “e-service” have an effect of emotions (the paths over 

0.5) and the “design” and “individual” did not. We are not 

certain whether the results agree or not, but this specific one 

indicates which topics lead to emotional satisfaction. In this 

way, it is possible to improve the service by quantitatively 

understanding the specific service factors that influence to the 

emotions and evaluation. 

We summarize the following findings from the 

experiments: 

⚫ We obtained knowledge by analyzing service 

while considering emotions. 

⚫ We determined the impact on the rating of each 

topic. 

⚫ We obtained the causal relationship between each 

topic and emotion quantitatively and provided 

clues for further analyses.  

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we analyzed the causal relationships in 

service by using SEM and emotional information. We 

constructed the path model by using hLDA and sentiment 

analysis between topics and emotions. The findings of the 

experiment using the user reviews of airports, hotels, 

shopping apps, and electronic services show the feasibility of 

our proposed model.  

We also performed service analysis considering emotion 

and obtained knowledge reflecting emotional information 

from the user reviews. The consideration of emotional 

information is essential for service analysis, and the creation 

of path models with emotional information is considered 

effective in extracting information that helps increase service 

satisfaction. It is suggested that the analysis process in this 

paper may provide useful knowledge for service analysis and 

service improvement. On the one hand, this can be used by 

service providers in improving services and creating new 

services. Service providers can quantitatively find factors that 

have major impacts on the evaluation of services and 
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customer emotions. On the other hand, it can be used by 

service users to efficiently grasp the outline of services that 

are not formed. Although we analyzed the indefinite service 

in the experiments, it can be applied to other things like 

tangible products. The potential applicability is high because 

analysis is performed from the text. 
As future works, we have to consider three points: 

emotion expression. Firstly, we extracted emotion 
information of topics based on (1), but this equation does not 
consider the length of the sentence. Nevertheless, it enables us 
to accurately determine the emotion on the topic by 
considering the weight based on the sentence length. For 
example, longer sentences are more likely to include other 
topics. Therefore, it may be possible to extract emotions 
related topics more accurately by reducing the impact of such 
sentences on emotions of specific topics. Secondly, when two 
or more topics are included in one sentence, even if it is used 
in a contrasting sentence, such as “(Text about TOPIC A) but 
(Text about TOPIC B),” the same emotion value is calculated 
for the topic. If there is a conjunction (e.g., “but”), a more 
accurate emotion analysis can be performed by further 
processing, such as dividing. Finally, in this paper, the 
accuracy improvement and knowledge are obtained by 
constructing path models under different assumptions during 
the construction of the path model. 
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Abstract— This paper aims to propose an automatic 

viewpoint extraction method using open data obstacle 

extraction as an example. Open data (data sharing) is very 

important because it reduces job repeatability and 

increase productivity and openness of work. However, 

open data in China is not as well developed as we wish. It 

is hindered by various problems, such as the willingness to 

share, the incompatible of data formats, etc. In order to 

identify different problems, then allocate to relevant 

parties to tackle these problems, we adopt an automatic 

extraction algorithm of natural language processing 

techniques, to automatically identify problematic points 

(obstacles) of data sharing from relevant literature. In this 

paper, we first construct a vocabulary for “obstacles”, so 

that machines can find “obstacles” in literature more 

accurately. Then, an extraction algorithm combined with 

word2vec and Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) is 

proposed, to automatically find the sentences that talk 

about “obstacles” of open data in documents. An 

experiment of this method is carried out and analyzed. It 

shows that the proposed method can be a very good tool 

for similar tasks that need to find viewpoint from a large 

amount of documents but cannot be done by simple 

keyword searches. 

Keywords-open data;  feature extraction; data sharing 

obstacles. 

 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, with the rapid growth of data 
production and the extensive application of information 
technology, data volume is accumulated at an 
unprecedented speed. While data is constantly being 
produced at an unimaginable speed, it is also distributed 
in different institutions that own data, including 
governments, enterprises, scientific research institutions 
and other departments. How to make full use of this 
massive data is highly valued by government and 
researchers. 

The main theme of big data era lies in data sharing. 
By analyzing and mining the value of data, we can save 
resources, improve the quality of product and make 
profits in ways that are more effective. Nowadays data 
openness is indispensable for achieving these purposes. 
The concept of data openness has been raised by Auer 
et al. [1], which is defined as “Open data is the idea that 

some data should be freely available to everyone to use 
and republish as they wish, without restrictions from 
copyright, patents or other mechanisms of control.” The 
shared data include government data, science data and 
enterprise data. In open data process, there exists 
various problems, which hinder data dissemination, data 
explore and value realization. In order to solve these 
problems, we need first to identify these problems then 
assign them to responsible parties to seek solutions. 
This paper focus on problem identification, by 
extracting problematic points from open data literature 
using natural language processing technology.  

In most open data studies, scholars carried out their 
research by reading a large amount of documents. This 
is time-consuming and may miss some important points. 
This paper suggests an automatic sentence extraction 
method which finds out issues encountered in open data 
process automatically in a more comprehensive and 
efficient way. The method we propose is Problematic 
Points Extraction Model (PPEM). It combines 
word2vec model and Pointwise Mutual Information 
(PMI) based method. Its performance is validated by 
comparing it with word2vec and PMI. 

In brief, this paper includes three parts: 
a) Propose a sentence extracting model to identify 

the problematic points from documents discussing open 
data issues. 

b) Evaluate the above model using text mining 
evaluation method. 

c) Classify the found open data problematic points. 
In Section II, a survey of the related work is 

described. In Section III, we introduced the method and 
the procedure we carried our research. In Section IV, 
the result of our proposed method is described and 
compared with other possible methods. Finally, in 
Section V, conclusion and future work are discussed.  

   RELATED WORKS 

There exist many studies about the problems in open 
data process, but seldom do researchers focus on the 
automatic problems extraction. In this section, we 
examine three kinds of literature that contains open data, 
defect detection and vocabulary construction. The open 
data literature mainly demonstrates the research status 
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of open data problems. Then we review the study of 
defect detection, which is a reasonable reference to our 
research. As we employ the vocabulary construction 
method to extract problematic points, we also make a 
brief introduction of this technology. 

 Open Data 

In today’s society, customers using mobile phone to 
accomplish many activities in their everyday life. 
Meanwhile, their personal information and behavior 
data has been stored by the service provider and related 
institute such as government departments, banks, 
enterprises and so on. The massive data stored in the 
above places has significant value for the development 
of economics and enhancement of people’s living 
standard. However, the reality is that most of the data 
remains unused and the value of data is being wasted. It 
is time that we undertake some strategies for data 
liberalization. 

In the process of data liberalization, the government 
as the master of a large number of high-value data 
resources and the standardization of the use of 
information resources are the main force to promote the 
open sharing of data. To promote the e-government 
programs, Dawes designed an electronic government 
information access programs in his research [2]. In 
Conradie and Choenni’s research [3], they regarded  the 
way of data acquisition, storage and use, and the 
suitability of data openness, as crucial indicators for 
open data releasing. They conducted interviews and 
workshops and finally classified the barriers to data 
release as fear of false conclusions, financial effects, 
opaque ownership and unknown data locations, low 
priority [3]. 

 Difficulty Discovery 

In this paper, we define the concept of problematic 
words, which are problem-oriented words in sentences 
to indicate problematic sentences. The research 

conducted by Abrahams et al. [4] in Virginia Tech 
provides a good example for us. In their research, they 
first applied automatic defect discovery approach on 
discussion threads of vehicle forums and proposed 
Vehicle Defect Discovery System [4]. They also 
defined ‘smoke words’ concept to better recognize 
vehicle defects. Subsequently, they undertook another 
study about automotive defect and consumer electronics 
defect, and proposed Social Media Analytic framework 
using Text(SMART) for Quality Management (QM) 
tasks [5]. Later in 2017, they extended their methods 
into the defect discovery of toys and dishwasher 
appliances [6][7].  

 Vocabulary Construction 

Vocabulary construction mostly appears in 
sentiment analysis tasks, by doing so, researchers can 
distinguish the linguistic unit between positive and 
negative polarities. Vocabulary, also called lexicon, can 
be divided into two categories, domain-oriented and 
domain-independent. Kanayama and Nasukawa [8] 
proposed an unsupervised lexicon building method, in 
which they used the “polar atoms” as the linguistic unit 
and calculate context coherency. Our research aims at 
the problems exist in open data domain, and we suppose 
to establish a domain-oriented lexicon. 

 METHODS 

Using keywords “open data”, and then eliminating 
duplicate and too short articles, 486 documents are 
obtained from CNKI database (the most popular 
Chinese academic database). 436 documents are used to 
train the Word2vec model and the remaining 50 
documents are for experiment. In this section, the 

PPEM’ s procedures, including data pre-processing, 

lexicon construction and problematic points extraction, 
will be explained in detail. 

vocabulary constructionvocabulary construction

Text 
pretreatment

student

Benchmark 
words

annotation

annotation

Word2vec

Data open 
documents

Candidate 
sentences

PMI

Wordlist1

Wordlist2

Extraction

Extraction

Extraction

result1

result2

result3

EvaluationEvaluation

ROUGE 
Evaluation

student

Test 
document

Precision, Recall, 
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Figure 1.   Procedure of problematic points extraction model (PPEM)  
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 PROBLEMATIC WORDLIST CONSTRUCTION 

Benchmark words Problematic words 

问题(problem) 挑战(challenge),难题(difficulty), 障碍(obstacle),后顾之忧(future trouble) 

缺乏(shortage) 缺少(shortage), 不够(not enough), 薄弱(weak), 缺失(lack) 

不足(shortcoming) 诸多(numerous)，障碍(obstacle)，明显(obvious)，差异(difference), 突出(prominent) 

困难(difficulty) 现象(phenomenon), 严重(serious), 安全隐患(potential safety hazard), 难(difficult) 

差距(gap) 差异(difference), 差别(difference), 明显(obvious),成就(achievement), 落后（fall behind） 

无法(cannot) 不能(unable), 难以(difficult to), 能够(able to), 很难(hard) 

尚未(not yet) 并未(wasn’t),尚(yet), 尽管(despite), 较晚(later), 虽然(although) 

阻碍(hinder) 制约(restrict), 起到(serve as), 忽视(ignore), 严重(serious), 改变(alter) 

挑战(challenge) 机遇(opportunity), 难题(puzzle), 问题(problem), 面临(confront) 

 

 Text Pre-processing 

After the collection of open data documents, the 
first step is text pre-processing to clean and formalize 
the texts. First, we eliminate the graphs, tables and 
annotations of the text. Next, we write a computer 
program to remove the literature serial numbers, non-
Chinese characters, and other redundant content that 
influence the quality of analysis. For stop word 
elimination and word segmentation, we employ the 
python modules, jieba and snownlp, which are useful 
natural language processing tools. 

 Lexicon Construction and Problematic Point 

Extraction 

As we can see in Figure 1, next to the text pre-
processing is vocabulary construction step. In this step, 
we introduce Word2vec and PMI to calculate the 
similarity of words. Traditionally, for information 
extraction, many researchers use some kind of 
algorithm to score the sentences and select the 
sentences that are highly ranked. In our study, we 
suppose to collect the similarity scores and select the 
top n words to form the problematic vocabulary. The 
wordlist constructed by word2vec and PMI is named as 
wordlist1 and wordlist2, illustrated in table 3. In the 
next, we can use these scores to calculate the sentence 
score, which contain words in above vocabulary. The 
sentence scores generate by different models are 
certainly different. In Figure 1, we define the outcome 
of PPEM, Word2vec and PMI as result1, result2 and 
result3.  

The PPEM model is organized by a simple 
combining algorithm and the wordlists generated by 
word2vec and PMI. The metric of PPEM is calculated 
as in (1). 

2W ( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )w v PMIeight w Weight w Weight w  ρ ρ       (1) 

In (1), ρ weighs the significance of word2vec, and 
1-ρ weighs the significance of PMI. We can adapt 
optimal parameters by repeated experiment to our 
extraction model. 

 ROUGE Evaluation 

The ROUGE evaluation method is extensively used 
in text mining field, which represents Recall-Oriented 

Understudy for Gisting Evaluation. This evaluation 
model operates through comparing candidate result with 
reference result [8][9]. The candidate result is generated 
by computer, while reference result is generated by 
experts. To validate the capability of PPEM model in a 
relatively convincing way, we choose three kind of 
metrics in ROUGE evaluation system, namely 
ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L. ROUGE-1 and 
ROUGE-2 represents the overlap of unigrams and 
bigrams between candidate result and reference result. 
ROUGE-L metric represents the overlapping longest 
common subsequence.  

 RESULT AND EVALUATION 

An experiment is designed to extract the 
problematic points by sentence extracting model PPEM, 
which employs the word2vec model and PMI indices. 
We use python program to realize the methods of 
word2vec and PMI, and ask three students who major in 
management science and engineering to accomplish the 
manual annotation task.  

 ROUGE METRICS OF PPEM, WORD2VEC, PMI 

Model  Word2vec PMI PPEM 

ROUGE-1 

P 58.6 60.3 61.6 

R 82.8 80 87 

F1 68.6 68.8 72.1 

ROUGE-2 

P 39.3 42.0 44.0 

R 55.5 55.6 62.1 

F1 46.2 47.9 51.5 

ROUGE-3 

P 51.4 53.5 55.0 

R 72.6 71.0 77.7 

F1 50.2 51.0 54.4 

 
As is shown in Table 2, we calculate the precision, 

recall, F1-measure of three metrics, which represented 
by P, R, F1. Precision is the percentage of true positive 
samples comparing with the true samples. In contrast, 
recall is the percentage that true positive samples 
divided by all positive samples. F1-measure represents 
the harmonic mean of precision and recall. 

The output data shows that the sentence extracted by 
word2vec has higher recall but is lower in precision 
than PMI. Comparing the F1-measure, it can be 
summarized that the PPEM model have better 
performance in all these metrics, which denote that 
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PPEM is a more suitable approach for problematic 
points extraction. 

 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have studied the problems in open 
data field by employing word2vec and PMI techniques. 
The main contributions of our research are as follows: 

(1) applying natural language processing approach 
to automatically extract the problems in open 
data field from a large number of documents. 

(2) proposing a new model PPEM which combines 
word2vec and PMI. Evaluation of the 
performance of the model is conducted. 

A vocabulary for problem discovery is constructed 
to improve the performance of PPEM. 

By observing the experiment results, we can draw 
conclusions as follows: 

The PPEM model performs better than extracting by 
word2vec or PMI alone. In other words, it is a 
reasonable choice for researchers to apply PPEM model 
to coping with problems in specific domains. The 
output sentences extracted by PPEM represent the main 
problems in open data field in China. To summarize, 
the main problematic points of open data focus on four 
aspects, as shown in Table 3. 

 PROBLEMS IN DIFFERENT FIELDS 

Field Problems 

Data source 

 government neglect of data liberalization 
 weak data storage 

 lack of personnel in charge of building open 

data departments 
 scattered data of enterprises 

 lack of a unified open standard 

Data 
dissemination 

 privacy protection 

 inconsistent standard 
 imperfect data legislation 

Data analysis 
 short of data analysis professionals 

 the task of data analysis is not yet clear 

Data 
application 

 big data technology has not been popularized 

among the general public 

 less data open enterprises 
 enterprises lack of funds 

 
In general, in order to promote further open data, 

issues should be considered from national strategic 
level and a special leading group can be set up to 
coordinate data openness. Local governments need to 
implement the opening-up policy, strengthen the 
construction of an open platform for data and eliminate 
the isolation of information. Legislative and judiciaries 
need to promote data-related legislation and regulate the 
way data is used. Large-scale enterprises need to 
regulate data formats and desensitize sensitive data. 
They should abide by the data usage rules, not use the 
data for illegal activities, and on the other hand, 
enhance their understanding of the value of data and 

their ability to obtain and analyze data. Therefore, the 
process of opening up the data requires the joint 
promotion of the three parties, including the 
government, enterprises and individuals, in order to 
continuously move forward. However, because this 
paper is mainly concerning the data analysis 
methodology, the open data issue itself has not been 
explored enough and shall be discussed further in future 
work. 
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Abstract—Toxic behavior, in its various forms, often disrupts 

constructive discussions in online communities. The 

proliferation of smart devices and mobile applications has 

further exacerbated these nefarious acts on various social 

media platforms. Largely, toxic behavior is regulated by 

human moderators employed by the platform operators. 

However, given the volume and speed of content posted on 

online platforms, identifying and deterring these behaviors 

remains challenging. In this study, we propose a Non-

negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) technique for 

predicting commenter toxicity on YouTube. We utilized the 

YouTube Data API to collect data from the Cable News 

Network (CNN) channel on YouTube.  Our final dataset 

consists of 144 videos, 243,344 commenters, and 421,924 

comments. We then utilized Google’s Perspective API to 

assign a toxicity score to each comment. We used the 

resultant dataset to create a commenter toxicity score 

prediction model. We tested our proposed NMF model 

against other popular prediction methods, comparing speed 

of model execution and the common Root-Mean-Square-

Error (RMSE) accuracy metric. This work sets the stage for 

a richer, more detailed analysis of toxicity on various online 

social media networks. 

Keywords—Toxicity; Tonality Analysis; YouTube; Social 

Media; Language Model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The advent of computer-mediated forms of 

interactions has posed several conceptual and practical 

challenges [1]. With emergent norms and conventions, the 

Web, more than any other medium, has offered lowered 

communication thresholds and a broadened geographical 

scope of human interactions [2]. However, despite the 

myriad advantages of utilizing this medium to connect to 

like-minded individuals, a consensus is emerging 

suggesting the presence of malicious actors, otherwise 

known as trolls [3]. These actors (hereafter referred to as 

toxic users) thrive on disrupting the norms of a given 

platform and causing emotional trauma to other users [4]. 

In this study, similar to extant literature, we give an 

operational definition of toxicity as “the usage of rude, 

disrespectful, or unreasonable language that will likely 

provoke or make another user leave a discussion” 

[3][5][6][7]. Therefore, in this regard, toxicity analysis is 

different from sentiment analysis, which is the attempt to 

assign sentiment scores of positive, neutral, and negative 

to text data.  

Social media was once perceived as a liberating 

platform but is now riddled with various forms of toxicity 

[5]. A report by the Pew Research Center indicated that 

73% of adult Internet users have seen someone harassed 

online, and 40% have experienced it personally [3][8]. 

Another survey by Duggan [8] highlighted that 19% of 

teens reported that someone has written or posted 

malicious or embarrassing things about them on social 

networking sites. Due to the growing concerns about the 

impact of online harassment, many platforms are taking 

several steps to curb this phenomenon [5][6][9][10]. For 

instance, on YouTube, a user can simply activate the 

safety mode to filter out offensive language [8]. 

Wikipedia has a policy of “Do not make personal attacks 

anywhere in Wikipedia” [5]. Likewise, platforms like 

CNN.com have moderators that reportedly remove over 

one in five comments that violate community guidelines 

on any given day [3]. The aforementioned are a few 

examples that highlight the negative impacts of toxic 

behavior on the community. Toxic behavior, if not curbed 

at the initial stage, can have a ripple effect. It can dissuade 

other people from joining a community by perceiving the 

community as a hostile environment [5]. 

According to Alexa, the web traffic monitoring service 

owned by Amazon, YouTube is the second most popular 

website globally with over 300 hours of videos uploaded 

every minute and 5 billion videos watched every single 

day [10]. While several studies have attested to the 

widespread manifestation of toxicity within comments on 

YouTube [5][11][12], the burden of access to such a large 

dataset has made a permanent extraction of toxic users 

challenging. Due to the extensive exploitation of these 

platforms by toxic users, automatic detection and 

extraction of toxicity has become a pressing need [9].  

Despite the rich vein of academic research on 

identifying various forms of online toxicity, tackling 

these behaviors at scale remains surprisingly challenging 

[3]. This, along with the immensity of the amount of data 

and the speed with which the data is generated and 

shared, motivated us to propose a Non-negative Matrix 

Factorization (NMF) technique for unraveling latent toxic 

commenter features on YouTube. The intuition behind 
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using matrix factorization to solve this problem is that 

there should be some latent features that determine the 

toxicity of a commenter on a given video. For instance, 

two commenters may have higher toxicity on a video if 

they both dislike who or what the video is talking about, 

or perhaps, if they both mutually dislike the genre of the 

video. Hence, if we can automatically discover these 

latent features, we should be able to predict the toxicity 

of a certain commenter on a certain video. This work is 

novel in that the NMF approach has not previously been 

applied to this type of problem. The contribution of this 

work is to help understand the relationship between the 

impact of toxicity of a video on the comments, to enable 

us to predict the likely toxicity of a commenter based on 

their past history, and to allow us to determine what kind 

of comments a video will generate based on prior toxicity 

matrix. We selected the CNN news channel’s “must-see 

moments” videos section as an experimental dataset 

because it is rich in various forms of behaviors. 

The remainder of this paper is set out as follows. In 

Section 2, we present a theoretical formulation of the 

problem. Then, we give a brief review of extant literature 

that are most germane to our discussion in Section 3. 

Next, our methodology is described in Section 4, and the 

findings are discussed. Section 5 provides conclusions 

including the limitations of our work, and ideas for future 

work. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

We pose NMF as an optimization problem where, in 

addition to minimizing the reconstruction error of the 

commenter-video toxicity matrix, we also require that the 

factors capture prior knowledge as much as possible. The 

intuition behind using this approach is that there should be 

some latent features (characteristics that are not directly 

observed [30]) that determine the toxicity of a given 

commenter on a specific video. In trying to discover these 

latent features, we assume that the number of features 

would be smaller than the number of commenters and the 

number of videos. To validate the efficacy of this 

approach, we applied this method to a real-world 

YouTube dataset, making our work the first to conduct 

toxicity analyses using NMF on YouTube. 

Given a set of commenters 𝐶 =  {𝑐1, … , 𝑐𝑁} and a set 

of videos 𝑉 =  {𝑣1, … , 𝑣𝑀}, the toxicity expressed by 

these commenters on all the videos can be expressed in a 

toxicity matrix 𝑇 = [𝑇𝑐,𝑣] 𝑁 𝑥 𝑀 . In this matrix, 𝑇𝑐,𝑣 

represents the average toxicity of a commenter c on a 

video v and it is bounded in the range of [0,1]. Our 

objective in this study is as follows: Given a commenter 

𝑐 ∈  𝐶 and a video  𝑣 ∈  𝑉 for which 𝑇𝑐,𝑣  is unknown, 

predict the toxicity for 𝑐 on video 𝑣 using 𝑇. 𝑇 is 

asymmetric and usually very sparse.  

Let 𝑃 ∈  𝑅𝐾 𝑥 𝑁and 𝑄 ∈  𝑅𝐾 𝑥 𝑀 be latent commenter 

and video feature matrices, with column vectors 𝑃𝑐 and 𝑄𝑣   

representing K-dimensional commenter-specific and 

video-specific latent feature vectors of commenter c and 

video v, respectively. The resulting dot product 𝑃𝑐
  𝑇𝑄𝑣 

captures the interaction between commenter c and video 

v. This product approximates commenter c’s toxicity on 

video v, and it is denoted by  �̂�𝑐,𝑣 as shown in (1). 

  �̂�𝑐,𝑣   =  𝑃𝑐
  𝑇𝑄𝑣                                              (1) 

 

 To learn the latent feature vectors (𝑃𝑐
  and 𝑄𝑣), we 

minimize the regularized squared error (2) on the set of 

known toxicity using stochastic gradient descent.  

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ (𝑇𝑐,𝑣 −   �̂�𝑐,𝑣)2
(𝑐,𝑣)∈ℑ

+ 𝜆(||(𝑃𝑐|| + ||𝑄𝑣 || )    

(2) 

 

Here, ℑ is the set of the (c, v) pairs for which 𝑇𝑐,𝑣 is 

known (the training set). The conditional probability of 

the observed toxicity (3) is defined as: 

 

𝑝(𝑇|𝑃, 𝑄, 𝜎𝑇
2) = ∏ ∏ [𝑁(𝑇𝑐,𝑣|(𝑃𝑐

  𝑇𝑄𝑣), 𝜎𝑇
2]𝑀

𝑣=1
𝑁
𝑐=1    (3) 

 

where 𝑁(𝑥|𝜇, 𝜎𝑇
2) is a normal distribution with mean 𝜇 

and variance 𝜎2. 

III. RELATED WORK 

   This section discusses the two categories of related 

work that correspond to our research. The first category 

includes works that have attempted to identify toxicity on 

social media. The second category includes the works that 

have attempted to utilize matrix factorization techniques. 

A. Identifying toxicity on Social Media 

 Threads of extant literature on antisocial behavior 

suggest that toxicity, in its various forms, oftentimes 

disrupts constructive discussions in an online community 

[3][5][12][13]. Several researchers have tried to identify 

and suggest ways to mitigate toxicity in a community 

[5][13]. Using data collected via crowdsourcing, Wulczyn 

et al. [5] employed machine learning techniques, such as 

linear regression and multilayer perceptron to analyze 

personal attacks on social media. A study by Martens et 

al. [6] utilized Natural Language Processing techniques to 

detect the emergence of undesired and unintended 

behavior in online multiplayer games. Research by Chen 

et al. [14] and Yin et al. [15] used a set of regular 

expressions, n-grams, and supervised learning techniques 

to detect abusive language. Sood et al. [16] combined 

lexical and parser features to identify offensive language 
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in comments extracted from a social news site. Davidson 

et al. [17] presented a dataset with three kinds of 

comments: hate speech, offensive but non-hateful speech, 

and neither. Hosseini et al. [18] demonstrated the 

vulnerability of most state-of-the-art toxicity detection to 

adversarial inputs. Despite the rich vein of academic work 

on toxicity detection, there is a need for systematic 

research that focuses on detecting, identifying, and 

categorizing toxicity at scale. 

B. Matrix Factorization Techniques 

 Our work using NMF was heavily inspired by the need 

for an approach that scales to the huge amount of 

streaming data on YouTube. The idea behind matrix 

factorization is to decompose an interaction matrix into a 

product of two lower dimensionality rectangular matrices 

while minimizing the error associated with the 

decomposition [19]. This technique has been used 

extensively in recommendation systems to discover latent 

features underlying the interactions between users and 

items ratings [20][21]. Yang et al. [22] applied a matrix 

factorization technique for developing a model-based 

community detection algorithm that detects densely 

overlapping communities in a network. Ma et al. [20] 

utilized a probabilistic matrix factorization technique to 

solve the data sparsity and poor prediction accuracy 

problems by employing both users’ social network 

information and rating records to perform 

recommendation. Zhao et al. [23] employed a matrix 

factorization method on each of the communities in a 

unidirectional social network.  By advancing previous 

work, Jamali et al. [24] proposed a matrix factorization 

technique with trust propagation for recommendation 

systems. Chen et al. [25] proposed a novel social 

recommendation method that fuses user’s social status 

with homophily using a matrix factorization technique. 

Peng et al. [21] proposed a social trust and segmentation-

based matrix factorization recommendation algorithm. 

Ozer et al. [26] leveraged matrix factorization techniques 

to uncover political networks on Twitter. However, to the 

best of our knowledge, our work is the first to apply 

matrix factorization to unravel toxic features on YouTube. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 Our methodology (Fig. 1) consists of three phases: 1) 

data collection and data processing; 2) data preparation 

and toxicity assignment; and, 3) matrix factorization of 

commenter-video toxicity matrix. 

 
Figure 1. Research methodology. 

A. Data Collection 

 To build our dataset for illustrating our proposed 

method, we first utilized Google’s YouTube API to 

extract videos’ and commenters’ data from the “must see 

moments” video playlist from the CNN channel. To 

reduce “noise” in extracted data, several data processing 

steps were subsequently performed including data 

formatting, data standardization and data normalization 

using the Python programming language. Our final dataset 

consists of 144 videos, 243,344 commenters, and 421,924 

comments.  

B. Data Preparation 

 The next step in our methodology was to assign 

toxicity scores to each comment in the dataset. To 

accomplish this, we leveraged a classification tool called 

Perspective API [27], which was developed by Google's 

Project Jigsaw' and 'Counter Abuse Technology' teams 

(Table I). This model uses a Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) trained with word-vector inputs to 

determine whether a comment could be perceived as 

“toxic" to a discussion [27][28]. The API returns a 

probability score between 0 and 1, with higher values 

indicating a greater likelihood of the toxicity label. Table I 

is an excerpt of the resultant toxicity dataset where 

toxicity scores have been assigned to each comment.  

TABLE I.  CONVENIENCE SAMPLING OF FIVE (5) TOXIC COMMENTS IN 

OUR DATASET. 

S/N Comment 
Overall 

Toxicity 

1 SHUT UP YOU OLD FOOL ! 0.97 

2 dumba** liberal kids..#cnnsucks 0.74 

3 JIM your a special kind of STUPID.. 0.97 

4 Brian, you are so dumb. 0.96 

5 Stupid dumb gun lover. 0.78 

C. Data Analysis 

 Before applying algorithms for toxicity prediction, we 

conducted some preliminary data analysis on our 

YouTube CNN video comments dataset. Fig. 2 shows the 

distribution of overall toxicity in our dataset. Although 

most of the comments (80%) were assigned a toxicity 

score of less than 0.5, a significant portion (20%) of the 
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comments were assigned a toxicity score of greater than 

0.5 (over 84,000 comments). The mean toxicity score was 

about 0.27. 

 

Figure 2. Distribution of overall toxicity. 

 Most of the toxic comments within the CNN dataset 

were categorized as being some type of “INSULT”—a 

negative comment towards a person or a group of people, 

followed closely by “THREAT”—an intention to inflict 

pain, injury, or violence against an individual or group 

(Fig. 3).  

 

Figure 3. Distribution of toxicity by toxicity dimension. 

Fig. 4 shows the box plots for each of the toxicity 

dimensions and reveals that the “INSULT” and 

“PROFANITY”—the usage of swear/curse words, or 

other obscene/profane language—had the widest spread 

with regard to the distribution of toxicity scores. 

However, compared to other toxicity dimensions, sexually 

explicit comments were the least severe. 

Figure 4. Box plot for each toxicity dimension. 

 Word clouds generated from the dataset reveal some 

of the content that relates to these five toxicity dimensions 

(Fig. 5-7). As can be seen in the content of each word 

cloud, some of the categories are more obvious than 

others; for example, the prevalence of terms such as, 

“kill” and “shooting” within the “THREAT” toxicity 

dimension (Fig. 6). Similarly, the prevalence of terms 

such as, "black", "white", "fake", "Democrat", and 

"Republican" within the "IDENTITY ATTACK" toxicity 

dimension (Fig. 7) give indications of why these 

comments were categorized as belonging to this specific 

toxicity dimension. Some of the word clouds that we 

generated could not be included in this work because of 

the obscenity, profanity, and sexually explicit terms that 

they revealed. These word clouds corresponded to the 

toxicity dimensions of "PROFANITY" and "SEXUALY 

EXPLICIT". 

 

Figure 5. “INSULT” word cloud. 

 

Figure 6. “THREAT” word cloud 

 

Figure 7. “IDENTITY ATTACK” word cloud 
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D. Evaluation of the approach 

The next step in our methodology was to apply the 

algorithms for toxicity prediction and compare the results. 

The most commonly used metrics for assessing the 

effectiveness of predictive methods, such as the proposed 

NMF algorithm are the mean squared error and Root-

Mean-Square-Error (RMSE), the latter having been used 

in the Netflix Prize [19]. RMSE is a measure that can be 

used to compare predictions against real data. The smaller 

the RMSE value, the better the model. The error was 

computed, and gradient descent was performed to 

minimize the error. We used a random 70/30 split of our 

dataset to create training and test sets and applied 5-fold 

cross-validation. Using Surprise Python Scikit Package 

[29], we compared the result of the NMF approach with 

other techniques: CoClustering (Collaborative filtering 

algorithm) and NormalPredictor (Algorithm based on the 

normal distribution of the training set) (Table II).  

TABLE II. EVALUATING RMSE ON 5 SPLIT(S). SMALLER THE 

VALUE THE BETTER THE MODEL. 

Algorithm Mean RSME 

NMF 

Improved % 

0.28 

17.85% 

CoClustering 0.33 

NormalPredictor 0.34 

 

Compared to CoClustering and NormalPredictor, the 

NMF approach performs better in terms of accuracy 

(having the lowest RMSE). Table III shows that the NMF 

approach outperformed NormalPredictor based on 

computation time, but not CoClustering. The mean 

computation time for NMF was 0.54 seconds, while 

NormalPredictor took 0.56 seconds and CoClustering 

took 0.45 seconds. This experiment was conducted on a 

machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-8893 v4 @ 

3.20GHz 3.19 GHz (4 processors) and 3.25 TB RAM.  

The complexity analysis indicates that our approach can 

be applied to very large datasets since it scales linearly 

with the number of observations.  

V. CONCLUSION 

 In this study, we addressed the problem of identifying 

and predicting toxicity on online social media networks. 

We chose to focus on user comments posted on a sample 

of CNN videos posted on YouTube as a case study for 

illustrating our methodology. The challenges in 

addressing this problem include an ongoing issue of 

balancing freedom of expression with curtailing harmful 

content. The contribution of this paper is that it outlines a 

scalable methodology for first identifying toxicity within 

commenter text data posted on an online social media 

network and then predicting the toxicity levels of each 

commenter. We found that the proposed NMF-based 

approach performed better than some other techniques for 

predicting toxicity scores in terms of and accuracy and has 

the potential to perform better in terms of computation 

time. These findings demonstrate how the presence of 

toxicity in a set of text corpora can be identified, 

categorized, and measured, and how those metrics can be 

used for prediction. Our findings advance the research in 

this topic in that this analysis serves as a steppingstone in 

a long line of future work that can be done to better 

understand the origin, propagation and impact of toxicity 

on online social media networks. The general implications 

of this work are that by systematically assessing toxicity, 

this work sets the stage for developing a richer, more 

robust model for understanding the flow of toxicity on 

various online social media networks and for developing 

tools for toxicity control and prevention. There are a few 

limitations to this work, however. One is that it is 

challenging to model a cold-start commenter—a 

commenter that has never posted a comment—as new 

users will not have an initial toxicity score. Additionally, 

the commenter-video toxicity matrix can become very 

sparse with increasing volume of data thereby increasing 

the reconstruction error. Our immediate next steps will 

investigate possible solutions to address the limitations. 

Long term future work includes running experiments on 

multiple datasets and considering other variables to 

determine whether this can improve prediction accuracy. 

We anticipate applying the NMF method to data from 

other online social media networks. For instance, a 

sophisticated version of the NMF approach can be used to 

capture the bidirectional latent relations between user’s 

toxicity preferences across domain through transfer 

learning. Future work should also attempt to model the 

spread of toxicity on online social media networks and 

determine whether these metrics and predictions can be 

used for developing preventive measures. 
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Abstract—Social media plays an important role in the 

propagation and dissemination of ideas and thoughts leading 

to the formation of diverse online communities. Compared to a 

myriad of other social media sites and applications, blogs 

provide a convenient platform for users to post detailed 

information, engage in active discussions and share the content 

on other social media sites, such as Facebook and Twitter. 

Thus, the blogosphere has been an enormous and ever-growing 

part of the open-source intelligence. In order to track and 

monitor online social behavior particularly from blogs, the 

first challenging part is to mine the vast pool of unstructured 

data. Several approaches have been developed to extract blog 

data using focused crawling, which requires a lot of time, effort 

and manual intervention. To scale up this process and cope 

with the continuously changing blog structure, we propose a 

sophisticated, advanced, generic, and scalable automated blog-

crawler, with ability to identify different patterns in the 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) structure of the blog 

pages and extract data, such as title, author, date, content, tags, 

etc. from different blog posts. Using the crawler, we have 

crawled 530 blog sites with 894,856 blog posts so far. 

Keywords- blog crawling; generic crawler; blogs; blog posts; 

metadata; title; author; date; content; patterns; html. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Recent years have witnessed an explosive growth of social 
media driven communications. Due to the pervasive nature 
of social media platforms, people have become more 
engaged in their ways of expressing thoughts. Usage of 
social media is no longer limited to just networking, 
advertising or self-expression. Sometimes, the negative side 
of the social platforms are encouraging people to utilize 
these online platforms for malicious purposes, such as 
spreading rumors, propaganda, polarization, extremism and 
radicalization.  

The blogosphere (the clustered network of blogs and 
comments in existence on the internet and their links to other 
social media platforms) [1] is considered a highly dynamic 
subset of the social media. Starting from 1994, from early 
blogging platforms like LiveJournal, TypePad, and Blogger, 
the blogosphere has grown considerably with the addition of 
services like Tumblr, WordPress, Medium, Squarespace, etc. 
more than 500 million are recognized as blogs. Their authors 
account for over 2 million blog posts daily. Tumblr, possibly 
the biggest blogging platform, reports that it hosts over 440 
million blogs. The most popular Content Management 
System (CMS), WordPress, adds about 60 million more [2]. 

Apart from the massiveness, this domain also distinguishes 
itself from the rest of social media platforms due to several 
features, such as more space for building discourse, more 
involvement in the conversation, and ability to spread into 
other platforms through shares. Analyzing blogs would 
therefore provide insights into our cyber behaviors, whether 
it is to monitor cyber campaigns, identify powerful actors 
and groups, study propaganda dissemination, and trace cyber 
threats [3][4]. However, collecting blog data is imperative 
for conducting any sort of computational analysis. This data 
collection process is quite challenging due to several reasons. 
First, the majority of information that can be crawled from 
blogs is unstructured and noisy, which makes it difficult to 
predict and model the crawling process. Second, the problem 
of automated crawling is exacerbated by the enormous 
growth rate of blog data.  

To address the challenges mentioned above, we developed 
a generic crawler that is able to automatically parse the blog 
information for any blog site, categorize different data types 
based on their respective patterns, clean the data through data 
munging module and finally storing them in organized 
format in a Database Management System (DBMS). 
Although there is room for improvement for the automated 
crawler, it surely enhances the effectiveness and scalability 
of blog data collection. The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows. Section II describes similar blog crawling 
approaches taken by others so far. Section III explains 
separately how each type of blog data, such as title, author, 
date and content are extracted using our rule-based approach. 
The conclusion and acknowledgement close the article. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This literature review summarizes few blog-specific 
crawling methods available on the web and their drawbacks. 

A. Web Content Extractor (WCE) 

WCE is a crawling tool designed to extract web’s data in 

general. For the extraction of data from the blogs, the 

patterns of the HTML pages and the patterns of the different 

data entities (title, author, date, etc.) has to be manually fed 

into the WCE before crawling any blog(s). Although WCE 

is quite accurate and can be operated without any prior 

knowledge of programming, but it has to be distinctly set up 

for every individual blog-site, which certainly is not a 

scalable solution when targeting multiple blogs. WCE has 

the feature of exporting the data into different formats .xml, 

.csv, .txt etc.) [5]. 
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Figure 1. Extraction of blog elements by Web Content Extractor [5] 

 

However, it does not have a synchronization ability with 

the database management systems. Therefore, a user has to 

convert the exported files manually into a compatible format 

that suits the database. It is also a multi-threaded web 

crawler that supports the data extraction from up to 20 

threads (webs) simultaneously (Figure. 1 Extraction of blog 

elements by Web Content Extractor). However, the speed of 

the crawling process is normal as general crawler and 

sometimes slow while executing huge scripts.  Moreover, 

this tool is completely focused and bound to the limited 

tasks with less room for customizations [5]. Therefore, 

WCE is quite not suitable to collect enormous amounts of 

data from a huge number of blogs. 

B. Mapping the blogosphere towards a universal and 

scalable Blog-Crawler 

The crawler in this method identifies the posts by 
crawling only feeds, RSS and atom from a host identified as 
a blog [6]. The crawler identifies the blog by downloading 
the crawled webpage and then parse it to check for the 
common standard patterns of the diverse blog systems. For 
instance, a pattern could be a match, if the generator tag of a 
web page contains < meta content = ‘‘blogger’’ name = 
‘‘generator’’ />.  Then crawler downloads the first alternate 
link rel = ‘‘alternate’’ with the type of an eXtensible Markup 
Language (XML) page recognized by type = ‘‘application / 
RSS + xml” or type=”application/atom+xml” and stores the 
referenced feed as the main feed of a blog, which should 
contain all posts. In some cases, the crawler may end up 
crawling the feeds, which contains only a minimized version 
of all posts, which are displayed as summaries on the home 
page of a blog(s). These instances occur because few web 
pages are limited to only displaying the latest posts. 
Consequently, the crawler has a drawback of crawling only 
the subsets of the displayed posts. The uncovered posts 
create a historical gap, as the crawler is unable to dive deep 
into the archives [6]. 

C. A New Algorithm of Blog-oriented Crawler 

This work aims at downloading blog pages in some portal 

websites and the crawler views the blog as the special 

"topic" [7]. The concept of this method is identical to the 

topical crawling. Generally, topic describes the contents of a 

web page and is defined by the users before being fed as an 

input into the crawler. Similarly, for a blog as a topic, it 

refers to the types of blog pages and describes the structural 

patterns of those pages.  It also can differentiate whether the 

fetched pages are relevant to predefined topic or not, and 

then the pages are downloaded if they are relevant, 

otherwise dismissed. The strategy of the topical crawler is to 

check for the contents of pages or structure of linkages. It 

prunes the URLs when crawling to some extends and orders 

the handled URLs. This crawler is neither a depth-first 

search nor a breadth-first search, but the best-first search. 

That means the crawler downloads the most relevant page, 

which the URL points to, in a current situation. This method 

also have a mechanism to extract blog linkages. However, it 

has some drawbacks in terms of precision and efficiency 

because of its generality and no specialty in nature [7].  

D. BlogPulse 

BlogPulse [8][9][10] devised by Intelliseek, was designed 

to find trends and patterns across selected 22,000 weblogs. 

It provided a list of key phrases, key persons and key 

paragraphs every day. It also had several analytical features 

that included gathering the insights by tracing the daily 

activities from the blogs, tracking the information by 

studying how the topic of information was disseminated 

through the blog posts. It profiled the top blogs, which 

provided detailed information about how the blog influences 

others and their activities. It extracted the list of 22,000+ 

weblogs from the BlogStreet directory. These blogs were 

crawled every day and were checked for possible 

duplication. The major limitation with BlogPulse is the 

restriction on the number of blogs available for crawling. 

Another challenge with the approach was that it was not 

user-friendly. Users were not allowed to monitor some set 

of blog sites and gather the trend information. Hence, the 

tool was a one-way reporting tool. It also does not fetch the 

comments from the blog posts, while crawling and mining 

the data. This tool was deprecated in 2012 [9]. 

Therefore, blog(s) oriented data retrieval systems are still 

in their premature stages. Blog-specific search engines only 

index the feeds, which usually are readable XML versions 

of the blogs. Most of them only provides a summary of the 

whole context obtained from the blog entries [11]. Some of 

them either focus on a tiny subset of blog(s) data with 

similar patterns [10], which in-turn consumes too much time 

and manual effort to crawl. The generic crawler we 

proposed allows us to crawl all the blog pages active in any 

blog irrespective of its different web structures saving 

significant amount of time and manual intervention which 

makes it different from other approaches. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

Since, the websites do not follow a unified standard that 

would allow the computer to semantically understand what 

every bit of HTML is trying to say, there is no common 

approach for grabbing patterns for every metadata. The ideal 

solution would be to build a robust and scalable tool that 

will be able to extract data irrespective of HTML content 

and structure. That is why; training the crawler for different 

HTML patterns of blogs, along with machine learning 

techniques should be an appropriate approach to apply. It 

will let the computer to understand what are on a HTML 

page exactly in the same way a human would.  

First, we need an algorithm to recognize any blog pages. 

Among several papers [4][7][12] published, “Blog 

identification and splog detection” [12] suggests handful 

algorithms to identify blog pages by certain features like 

blog mark in URL, RSS tag, ordered dates in log etc. 

A. Link extraction 

After the recognition of blog pages, the next step is the 

extraction of all the relevant links (URLs) and identifying 

the patterns for required data. Here is the step-by-step 

approach for link extraction. 

• Start crawling the URLs in every page of a blog 

site using Scrapy [13] that crawls in a DFO order. 

• Filter out external URLs using Scrapy's rule-based 

approach [13], which only look for the domain 

name of the blog we are crawling (1). 

  rules = (Rule (LinkExtractor (allow = [keyword], 

 callback = 'parse_item', follow = True),)        (1) 

• Out of the internal URLs, it tries to eliminate the 

ones with a set of stop-words. Here goes the list: 

stopwords = ['facebook.com', 'google.com', 

'twitter.com', 'youtube.com', 'pinterest.com', 

'instagram.com', '/page/', '/search', '/author/', '/tag/', 

'/category/', '/about', '/comments/', '/contact/', '?', '='] 

 

B. Extraction of Blog Content 

Our method is to follow rule-based approach to recognize 

a specific information in a blog post. For example, ‘title’ of 

a blog post has a set of features or parameters that may 

classify it from any other piece of information. These 

features can be termed as classifiers. In order to filter out the 

post title, every chunk of data in the blog page has to go 

through the validation of these classifiers. Each classifier 

will provide them a score on a scale of 0 to 1 based on how 

they satisfy the conditions. The sum of scores from all the 

classifiers is the total score of each chunk of data. The 

chunk with highest score is considered as the post-title only 

if it surpasses a certain threshold. Since the importance or 

occurrence of all the classifiers is not the same, we multiply 

individual classifier scores by different weights before 

adding them. The weights can be determined by Naive 

Bayes Classification algorithm. We generated generic 

module for different data types, such as title, author, date 

and content. Here goes the explanation of step-by-step 

approach for each module. 

C. Extraction of post title 

Collect every chunk of text from the blog page by filtering 

out the empty nodes and store them in a list. Then perform 

required string manipulation in the chunks like stripping, 

joining and getting rid of unnecessary scripts. In this case, 

the classifier is set with the following patterns: 

• The post titles are mostly likely to be surrounded 

by h1 or h2 tags.  

• In blog site analysis, it can be observed that a post 

titles are not longer than 200 characters. Hence, 

this classifier filters out the descriptive chunks 

from the pool. 

• The titles commonly appear at the beginning of the 

page. Therefore, the nodes with less depth in the 

HTML tree gets high priority. 

• The post titles have a great chance to completely or 

partially match with the text between tags. The 

match percentage between these two texts could 

possibly lead to a decision. To match the similarity 

between the strings, we choose Cosine Similarity 

measurements here. 

• In most of the cases, the URLs of the blog posts 

contain words quite similar to the post title 

delimited by ‘-’ or ‘/’. Therefore, if we match the 

words of each chunk with the split words from the 

URL, the result significantly can contribute to a 

decision making. 

• The post titles are often surrounded by tags with a 

class or id name of the “title”, or a name where title 

is a substring.  These scenarios can be used to 

identify the title quite easily. 

• Most of the cases, the URLs of the blog posts 

contain words quite similar to the post title 

delimited by ‘-’ or ‘/’. Therefore, if we match the 

words of each chunk with the split words from the 

URL, the result significantly can contribute to a 

decision making.  

• The post titles do not usually end with a full stop. 

This filter out the other chunks from consideration. 

• These individual scores are multiplied by their 

respective weights and then added up to obtain the 

total score.  

• Equation (2) below shows that the chunk with 

highest score is extracted as post title only if it 

exceeds a certain threshold (3). 

 
 Target = max (sum (individual scores * weight))  (2) 

 

 Post title = TRUE if (Target > Threshold) (3) 

 

• Now, the question is how the weights and the 

threshold are calculated. In this regard, we 

incorporate a data analysis over our collected feed 
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from a sample set of blog pages. Then, we use 

Naive Bayes classification algorithm. 

 

TABLE I.  CLASSIFIER TABLE 

 Classifiers True/False 

Page 1 

Between h1 tags True 

Matches title tag text True 

Class or id named title True 

Page 2 

Between h1 tags True 

Matches title tag text True 

Class or id named title False 

Page 3 

Between h1 tags True 

Matches title tag text False 

Class or id named title False 

TABLE II.  FREQUENCY TABLE 

Classifiers True False Total 

Between h1 tags 3 0 3 

Matches title tag text 2 1 3 

Class or id named title 1 3 3 

TABLE III.  LIKELIHOOD TABLE 

Classifiers True Likelihood 
Normalized-*3 

(Weights) 

Between h1 tags 3 1.00 3.00 

Matches title tag text 2 0.67 2.00 

Class or id named title 1 0.33 1.00 
 

a. Rule-based classifiers for blog pages [14] 

 
Let us assume that data are collected according to the 

performance of three classifiers from three blog pages 
where post title is taken as an example. Tables I, II and III 
show how weight is calculated. Likelihood refers to the 
chances of occurrence of a pattern. The pattern with more 
weight is given more significance while calculating the total 
score. From the above analysis, we calculate the threshold 
from the minimum total score that qualified as a post title, if 
the classifiers guessed correctly [14]. 

D. Extraction of post author 

For any fetched URL, our method is to cross check with 
five predefined patterns, which identifies the author of a blog 
post. On passing the rules, each block of text gains a score 
just like post title extraction and then each score can be 
multiplied by their respective weights. Weights are 
determined by precision and recall of the training data. 
Finally, these scores are summed up for the highest scoring 
text block, which is considered as post author. However, the 
text block containing author name may contain other 
unnecessary texts like ‘by’, ‘written by’, ‘and courtesy’ etc. 
To filter these out, text-splitting methods, such as 
tokenization, n-grams and Inside–Outside–Beginning (IOB) 
tags from Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) are used to pick 
human names. 

Firstly, gather every chunk of text from the blog page 
filtering out the empty nodes and store them in a list. Then 
create a dataframe later on for storing records containing 
each block of text, its parent node and its score. For this 
purpose, initialize the following three lists and append values 
for texts and nodes for now. The scores are inserted after we 
have the calculations. Now, pass each block of text through 
the rules set by each pattern. 

• The microformat rel="author" attribute in link tags 
(a) is commonly used to specify author of a post. 
 
<a href="author link" rel="author">Author </a> 
 

• Author related keywords are used in attributes like 
class and id etc. in the node containing author 
name. It can also be present in the href attribute if 
wrapped between anchor tags (a) like: 
 
href = http://www.example.com/author/name  
 

• To capture these patterns, we do the following. 

a) Firstly, we create a list of all the keywords that may 

 possibly refer to author, such as ‘author’, ‘byline’, 

 ‘source’, ‘writer’, ‘written’, ‘by’, ‘courtesy’, 

 ‘contributor’, ‘originator’, ‘creator’, ‘builder’, 

 ‘editor’ etc.  

b) We then create a string joining all attribute values 

 of the parent node for each text node.  

c) Finally, we look for the existence of each of  the 

 author keywords in any of the attributes we 

 gathered in the string above. 

• Sometimes author names are specified in between 
meta author tags (<author>…</author>). Therefore, 
we check whether the parent node for each text is 
‘author’ or not. 

• The parent html tag for the author text is most likely 
to be anchor tags (<a>…</a>). Therefore, this rule 
prioritizes the tag enclosed text blocks. 

• The author information is supposed to be within a 
certain limit of text blocks. So, this rule emphasizes 
text blocks with a character limit of 50 or less in 
order to filter out larger chunks of text. 

• In the end, all the scores multiplied by their 
respective weights are added up to yield the total 
score for each text block. The weights are 
calculated upon the precision and recall over the 
training data. We can use Bayes Classification 
algorithm or Random Forest model for this purpose. 
The more training data we have, the more it will 
lead to accuracy. For now, the weights are 
estimated based on a small set of data using Bayes 
algorithm. Finally, append score for each text block 
to the score’s list we declared earlier. 

• Create a pandas dataframe with lists (nodes, texts 
and scores) and select highest scoring text block as 
the post author data. 
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• The extraction is not finished yet. The text block 
containing author name may contain some 
unnecessary text along with the author name like 
‘by’, ‘written by’, ‘and courtesy’ etc. To remove the 
surplus and extract author name only, we use 
tokens, n-grams, IOB tags, parts of speech etc. from 
NLTK, which can recognize human names most 
likely of a person or organization. 

E. Extraction of post date 

Alongside the traditional rule based approach, two 
additional approaches are used to safeguard the extraction of 
the ‘date’ of an article. Earlier approach used to traverse 
through the html body and recognize the highest ranked text 
chunk based on certain rules. If this approach does not work, 
it will look for a date in the ‘content’ attribute value of 
potential meta tags in html head section. If failed to find the 
date here also, it will finally try to pull out the date from the 
post URL, which is a commonly used trend to describe the 
resource path of a blog post or article. Even after successful 
extraction of postdate, it may contain unnecessary texts like 
‘On’, ‘Published on’ etc., or the date may appear in a variety 
of formats sometimes in human readable forms like 
‘Yesterday’, ‘2 mins ago’, ‘Tuesday’ etc. So, the extracted 
data are finally processed through a date parser to get rid of 
unwanted texts and store the value in any user-required 
format (currently in ‘dd-Month-yyyy’). Methods are 
described elaborately below along with code segments. The 
process of how normalized text chunks are fetched and 
ranking methodology that chooses the based suited chunk 
will remain the same. This section focuses more on the 
postdate patterns. Going through the source code will give a 
better understanding of the sequence. 

This approach follows the traditional method of ranking 
each block of text, based on five patterns. 

• The postdate commonly appears to be within the 

time tags (<time></time>). If crawler wants to 

fetch full date time format, it can find it in the 

‘datetime’ attribute of the time tag. 

• Date related keywords may be present in attributes 

like class, id, title, and content etc. in the node 

containing postdate. To capture this pattern, first 

create a list of all the keywords that may possibly 

refer to postdate.  Then simply create a string 

joining all attribute values of the parent node for 

each text node. Finally, look for the existence of 

each of the date keywords in any of the attributes 

that are gathered in the string above. 

• Now a days, it is common for resource path of a 

blog post to show date format in the post URL. As 

a first step, extract the date portion of the URL and 

match it with every text chunk. The higher the 

match ratio, the more possibility of that text to 

contain ‘date of the blogpost’. 

• There is a chance that a single blog post may have 

multiple dates. For example, each comment may 

contain datetime, which crawler is not looking for. 

So we emphasize on the original date value by its 

depth in the html tree as postdate, it usually 

appears at the beginning, most of the time after the 

post title. 

• The postdates are no longer in character length. 

Therefore, we can filter out larger chunks of texts 

by limiting the character length of the text to 50 or 

less than equal to 50. 

 

    From the above process, crawler only looks for the post 

date in the html body section. If this approach fails to 

extract, it looks for the date in attributes of meta tags 

defined in the HTML head section, which most often stores 

the publishing date of the article/blog post. The following 

steps gives an idea about what meta tags, a crawler should 

look for and where the postdate may be present. 

Out of various meta tags, only look for selective ones. 

Postdate usually appears in the meta tags, which contain 

these four attributes:  

 

{Name, property, itemprop, http-equiv} 

 

• Then look for potential keywords for the date in the 

values of these attributes. For each of the above 

attributes, a separate list of keywords are defined. 

• If a match occurs, we take out the date information 

from ‘content’ attribute value of the same meta tag. 

 

    On failure of capturing date in spite of applying the above 

approach, we look for the date information in the URL of 

the article, which is a widely used fashion to define the 

resource path of an article. For example, 

 

http://www.example.com/2017/05/29/blog-post-title 

 

    To do this, isolate the resource path from the URL 

through URL parsing and use regular expressions to 

partition the date block from it. 

    Even after successful extraction of postdate, the chunk 

may contain unnecessary texts like ‘On’, and ‘Published on’ 

etc., or the date may appear in a variety of formats 

sometimes in human readable forms like ‘Yesterday’, ‘2 

mins ago’, ‘Tuesday’ etc. The dateparser module does an 

excellent job to process the extracted date, get rid of 

unwanted texts and store the value in common format 

(currently in ‘dd Month, yyyy’). 

F. Extraction of post content 

    Unlike post-title, post-author or post-date, it is quite 

challenging to extract post-content to an accurate 

satisfactory level by rule-based pattern identification 

approach. Rule-based approach results in inclusion of 

boilerplates and larger-sized comments by users. However, 

there are few resources in the web like Dragnet, Goose, 

Readability, Eatiht, Boilerpipe etc., which does the same 

kind of job of extracting main content. In this case, we can 
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use a tool “JusText” [15]. JusText is a useful tool to get rid 

of boilerplate content for example: navigation links, 

headers, footers and scripts from HTML pages. In a few 

cases, JusText cannot distinguish post-title, post-author and 

other unwanted texts and thus considers it as a part of the 

blog post/article-body. To avoid these, we can apply a few 

sanity checks and heuristics on the text returned by JusText.  

The procedure is explained step-by-step. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The architecture of crawling process by Scrapy [13] 

 

• Justext can easily be installed via pip for either 

Python 2.6+ or 3.3+ [15].  

• Then, requests can be sent to the blog-post URL to 

fetch pure texts from the response. 

• Then comes the part of boilerplate detection. False 

cases in boilerplate detection are the texts we are 

targeting on, which further sanity-checks and 

heuristics should be performed. 

• As mentioned earlier, these texts sometimes 

include other data like post-title, post-author or 

post-date along with the main blog-post content. So 

text-chunks can be checked to exclude these 

unnecessary data.  By the time post-title, post-

author and postdate are extracted, we can easily 

filter post-content out. 

• Main blog-post contents are most likely to contain 

complete meaningful sentences. One tricky option 

to identify a complete sentence could be the text 

chunk ending with these punctuation marks: period 

(.), question mark (?) and exclamation point (!). 

This way unsolicited text chunks could be 

eliminated. We can also make sure the text chunks 

are trimmed on both right and left sides to ignore 

the dilemma of empty spaces. 

• In very few cases, scripts are found embedded in 

the article body. These unnecessary scripts can be 

trimmed from the content. 

    The post content can also be extracted if the tag attributes 

of the html body for content contains the following property 

names in html body of the post. 

['entry-content', 'article-body', 'article', 'articlebody', 'article-

content', 'article-entry', 'post-body', 'post-entry', 'post-

content', 'main-content', 'content', 'single-post', 'content-

single', 'single-content', 'post', 'inner-content', 'page-content', 

'postbody', 'material', 'material-body', 'article-main-content', 

'material-body', 'materialbody', 'inner-post-entry', 'material-

content', 'b-material content', 'article-inner-content'] 

G. Tools used 

The tools used for the implementation are as follows: 

• Scrapy: An open source and collaborative 

framework built on Python for extracting the data 

from websites in a fast, simple way and yet 

extensible by design. It allows us to plug new 

functionality easily without having to touch the 

core [13]. The diagram above (Figure. 2 The 

architecture of crawling process by Scrapy) 

interprets the architecture of the crawling process. 

• Python: Python programming language (V. 3.7.1) 
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• MySQL Workbench: MySQL Workbench is a 

unified visual tool for database architects, 

developers, and DBAs.  

• Elasticsearch: Elasticsearch is a search engine 

based on the Lucene library. It provides a 

distributed, multitenant-capable full-text search 

engine. It is developed in Java. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

For experiment, we matched the data we extracted through 

our generic crawler with the respective sample data crawled 

by Web Content Extraction (expected to be correct). We 

collected data from 10 following blogs with 26,579 posts. 
 

- http://europeans101.blogspot.com/ 

- http://ukrainianlaw.blogspot.com/ 

- http://www.asianpolicy.press/ 

- http://www.rabble.ca/ 

- https://futuristrendcast.wordpress.com/ 

- https://informnapalm.org/ 

- https://uprootedpalestinians.wordpress.com/ 

- https://www.asia-pacificresearch.com/ 

- https://www.counterpunch.org/ 

- https://www.no-to-nato.org/ 
 

Here are the overall experiment results based on averages. 

Precision: 0.9412558436393738 

Recall: 0.9580803573131561 

F-measure: 0.9489225566387176 

V. CONCLUSION 

   To sum up, in this paper we introduced the parsing of blog 

post pages of a blog for post attributes, using patterns that 

are automatically extracted from the blog’s html patterns 

and implement a generic automated crawler for fast, robust 

and efficient blog data collection.  We are still researching 

in what patterns, and to what extent blogs are 

interconnected. We also have great interest in analyzing the 

content of single weblogs. Due to this dynamic nature of 

blogs, we will face the long-term challenge of mining the 

blogosphere on a global scale. Even though the original 

implementation performed well along the milestones 

defined in the current crawler implementation, the accuracy 

of the crawler might not be 100%, but it can be smarter 

gradually adding more patterns to the data identification and 

by implementing machine-learning techniques. 
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Abstract—Readability is one of the most important 

characteristics of text information in the listed company's 

annual report. There exists a "framing effect" when decision 

makers use information, which means individual decisions are 

influenced not only by the content, but also by the way in which 

information is expressed. Readability greatly affects investors' 

trust perception and emotional experience, then, affects their 

decision-making. Based on the heuristic model of emotion and 

dual processing theory, this paper established a theoretical 

model to analyze the impact of readability on investors' trust 

perception, emotional experience and investment intention 

under different financial conditions. By using behavioral 

methods, we designed a 2 (readability: high, low) *2 (financial 

status: good, spread) mixed cross experiment to collect data. 

Our study reveals that regardless of profit status, investors are 

more willing to invest in companies with more readable annual 

reports and that the influencing process is mediated by 

investors' emotional experience and trust perception. These 

findings provided evidence for how the information disclosed by 

enterprises affects investors' perception and decision-making 

behaviors and also established theoretical basis for improving 

corporate information disclosure strategies. 

Keywords-annual report; readability; trust perception; 

emotional experience; investment intention. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In the era of big data, information has increased 
explosively. Regulators and scholars increasingly emphasize 
the treatability of information. As early as 1998, the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) published the 
Plain English Handbook to improve the readability of the 
documents disclosed by enterprises. The China Securities 
Regulatory Commission (CSRC) has also emphasized that 
annual reports of listed companies can be illustrated with 
statistical charts and pictures so as to improve the readability.  

 

 
This study focused on the impact of readability on investors' 
trust perception, emotional experience and investment 
intention and we further analyzed the mediating effects of 
emotional experience and trust perception on investment 
intention. 

As an important channel for listed companies to disclose 
information, an annual report contains financial information 
and non-financial information. Financial information is 
disclosed through standardized financial statements and will 
be audited by certified public accountants. Non-financial 
information is mainly disclosed through narrative text 
information, which provides useful incremental information 
for stake-holders [1]. Because narrative text information does 
not need to be audited, it may be easier for managers to 
manipulate to achieve impression management [2]. For 
example, managers may manipulate the readability of annual 
reports to obfuscate a company's performance [3]. 

Previous studies have shown that there are differences in 
the readability of management's information disclosure and 
this difference in readability is positively correlated with the 
market's short-term response [4]-[7]. Annual reports with low 
readability often lead to lower overall trading volumes and 
lower trading consensus [6], and investors are more likely to 
invest in companies with more readable disclosure documents 
[4]. On the contrary, annual reports with high readability are 
positively correlated with the trading volume of general 
investors, extraordinary returns and the possibility of 
corporate equity refinancing [5]. 

These results provide strong evidence for our study that 
the readability of disclosure documents can affect investment 
decisions and market results. However, previous studies only 
focused on the economic consequences of readability. They 
did not explore the causes of these results. Why did readability 
affect investors' behavior? The mechanism of the impact of 
readability on investors' decision-making remains to be 
further explored. Therefore, we introduced emotion and trust 
in psychology, trying to uncover the "black box" behind this 
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problem through the heuristic model of emotion and dual 
processing theory. This study not only provided new evidence 
for how information disclosed by enterprises affects investors' 
perception and decision-making behaviors, but also 
established a theoretical basis for improving corporate 
information disclosure strategies. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
summarizes the literature review and develops our 
hypotheses. Section 3 describes the methods. Section 4 
reveals the results and the analysis. Section 5 includes 
conclusions and suggestions. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES 

Four hypotheses were proposed based on the literature on 
readability of annual reports, investment intention, emotion 
and trust. 

A. Readability and Investment Intention 

Readability is the cornerstone of text communication. It is 
the key factor which determines whether a text can be 
effectively understood [8]. According to Ease of Processing 
theory, people seem to prefer information which can be 
processed more easily [9]. Therefore, the more readable the 
information is, the smoother the process will be for investors, 
which also implies that such information disclosure is more 
reliable. Previous studies have proved that text readability can 
significantly influence the judgment of small investors 
[10][11]. Low readability tends to reduce investors' trust in 
information sources, leading to participants' poor evaluation 
[12]. Investors are more likely to invest in companies with 
more readable annual reports [5]. At the same time, readability 
often reflects executives' psychological characteristics and 
behavioral motivation to the capital market [13], and then 
affects the response of capital markets. Therefore, we believe 
that higher readability conveys more positive signals to 
investors and enhances their confidence and cooperation 
intention, thereby improving their investment intention. Thus, 
we propose the following hypothesis: 

H1: Investors prefer to invest in companies with more 
readable annual reports. 

B. Mediating Effects of Emotional Experience 

In uncertain environment, individuals often use emotional 
heuristics to make choices. They consciously or 
unconsciously make decisions based on their subjective 
emotional reactions to task options [14]. Modern theories of 
cognitive psychology and neuroscience hold that there are two 
systems in human’s brain in the process of reasoning and 
decision-making, namely, the intuitive system and the rational 
system. The systems operate in parallel and depend on each 
other's guidance [15]. Both the heuristic model and the dual 
processing theory emphasize the role of emotional and 
intuitive irrational factors in decision-making. Analytical 
reasoning cannot be effective unless guided by emotion. 
Therefore, rational decision-making requires a proper 
combination of analytical system and intuitive system [15]. 

When investors make decisions, the company's business 
performance and future prospects provide important reference 
and will ultimately affect their investment intention and 

decision-making. This process is the result of careful analysis 
processed by the brain's rational systems. Rational analysis is 
important. But in uncertain and complex decision 
environment, people tend to rely on emotional experiences to 
make decisions [16]. A growing body of research has 
provided evidence that both positive and negative emotion can 
influence investor behaviors. Positive emotion will increase 
investors' risk tolerance [17]. In this case, investors will 
overestimate the return of investment decisions and 
underestimate the corresponding risks, thereby improving the 
level of investment [18]. However, negative emotion will 
increase the degree of investors' "loss avoidance" [17] and 
people will make careful analysis and critical evaluation when 
reasoning and making decision. Based on the above analysis, 
we predict that high readability will stimulate positive 
emotion and make investors enhance their investment 
intention and that low readability will generate negative 
emotion and make investors reduce their investment 
willingness. Therefore, we propose the following hypotheses: 

H2: The impact of annual reports' different readability on 
investment intention is mediated by positive emotion 
triggered by investors. Annual reports with high readability 
will generate positive emotion and enhance the investment 
intention. 

H3: The impact of annual reports' different readability on 

investment intention is mediated by negative emotion 

triggered by investors. Annual reports with low readability 

will generate negative emotion and reduce the investment 

intention. 

C. Mediating Effects of Trust Perception 

According to social psychology, trust is the process that 

the trustor generates confident and positive expected 

cognition based on words, behaviors and decisions of the 

trustee. In uncertain and uncontrollable circumstances, 

individuals tend to make judgments and decisions according 

to their trust perception. Trust Decision-making Model 

further explains the generation of trust that based on the 

trustor's perception of trustee's ability, integrity and kindness, 

the trustor will form a cognition of the trustee's credibility, 

and further form a trust evaluation for the trustee, thereby 

making the choice of whether to trust the trustee [19]. In the 

process of investment decision-making, an investor's first 

impression comes from the course of information collection 

and evaluation of listed companies. The investor will form a 

trust perception in listed companies and their management 

through reading or other intuitive feelings, and then make 

investment decisions. If the annual report's high readability 

increases the investors' trust perception in ability, integrity 

and kindness of the listed company and its management, and 

improves the investors' favorable impression for the 

company, we expect that investors will enhance their 

willingness to invest. On the contrary, the annual report's low 

readability may reduce investors' trust evaluation, thereby 

reducing their willingness to invest. Base on the analysis 

above, we propose the following hypothesis: 
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H4: The impact of annual reports' different readability on 
investment intention is mediated by the trust perception of 
investors.  

III. METHODS 

In order to verify the above four hypotheses, the required 
data were collected through experimental methods, including 
the design of participants, task materials, and procedures. 

A. Participants  

Participants were 40 graduate students of Beijing 
University of Posts and Telecommunications, including 10 
males and 30 females. The age of participants ranged from 20 
to 25. All participants had financial foundation and stock 
investment experience. Finally, a total of 38 valid data (9 
males and 29 females) were collected. 

B. Task Materials 

Task materials were four simplified annual reports of 
different companies. Based on real annual reports disclosed 
by Shanghai Stock Exchange, we prepared two simplified 
annual reports according to the company's financial position 
(makes a profit or loss). On this basis, we changed their 
readability by changing the length of sentences and 
paragraphs, as well as altering information's present format 
(highlight the title and the main data, for example). By doing 
so, we controlled the consistency of the information content 
contained in two annual reports. Finally, we got 2 (readability: 
high, low) *2 (financial status: good, spread) totally 4 
different company' simplified annual reports. Among them, 
company A and B were the profit group, in which A's annual 
report had high readability while B had low readability; C and 
D were the loss group, in which C's annual report had high 
readability while D had low readability. 

In addition, some seven-point Likert-type scales were 

designed for our experiment. These scales included a reading 

feedback scale, an emotional scale, a trust scale, an 

investment intention scale and a basic information 

questionnaire. In the reading feedback scale, 4 items were 

designed to test how carefully the participants read the task 

materials. For the emotional scale, we used the Positive 

Affect and Negative Affect Schedule designed by Watson et 

al. [20] to evaluate investors' emotional experience. In our 

trust scale, we developed 12 items to evaluate the 

participants' trust perception on ability, integrity and kindness 

of the listed company and its management. In the investment 

intention scale, we designed 3 items to evaluate the 

investment intention of investors. 

C. Task Procedures  

We simulated the real investment environment and 
divided the tasks into profit group (A&B) and loss 
group(C&D). Each participant was asked to participate in both 
groups randomly. The main steps are as follows: participants 
were asked to read the annual reports of the two companies 
corresponding to the first task group. After reading, they 
needed to fill in the reading feedback and investment intention 
scale (the order of the two companies were random). After the 

completion of the first task, participants could rest freely and 
then followed the same process to complete the second task. 
After finishing both tasks, participants filled in the emotional 
scale, the trust scale and the basic information questionnaire. 
The experiment ended. 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 Paired-Samples T Test and Bootstrap mediation test were 
performed on the experimental data to test the validity of the 
above four hypotheses. 

A. Readability and Investment Intention 

According to the results of Paired-Samples T Test, 
readability had significant influence on investors' investment 
intention. As Figure 1 shows, the average investment intention 
of the company with more readable annual report is 
significantly higher than that of the company with less 
readable annual report in both groups (profit group: t=5.598, 
p=0.000; loss group: t=3.391, p=0.002). 

 

Figure 1.  Investment intention under different surpluses 

Therefore, H1 is supported. Regardless of profit status, 
investors prefer to invest in companies with more readable 
annual reports. 

B. Mediating Effects of Emotional Experience 

The results of Paired-Samples T Test showed that annual 
reports' readability causes significant differences in positive 
and negative emotion. Specifically, positive emotion triggered 
by high readability is significantly different from those 
triggered by low readability (profit group: t=7.712138, 
p=0.000; loss group: t=8.140316, p=0.000); negative emotion 
triggered by high readability is also significantly different 
from those triggered by low readability (profit group: 
t=4.091056, p=0.000; loss group: t=5.044795, p=0.000). 

To further examine the mediating effects of emotional 
experience, we performed Bootstrap mediation test with 
reference to the mediation effect analysis procedure proposed 
by Zhao et al. [21] and multiple parallel mediation variable 
test methods proposed by Preacher and Hayes [22]. The 
sample size was selected as 5000 and the confidence interval 
was set as 95%. Table 1 shows the results. 
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TABLE I.  MEDIATING EFFECTS OF  EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Status Path Effect 
Boot 

SE 

Boot 

LLCL 

Boot 

ULCI 

profit 

direct effect 0.428 0.238 -0.047 0.903 

indirect effect 0.511 0.191 0.179 0.932 

positive emotion 0.462 0.245 0.014 0.956 

negative emotion 0.049 0.104 -0.143 0.277 

loss 

direct effect -0.284 0.335 -0.953 0.385 

indirect effect 0.775 0.231 0.317 1.235 

positive emotion 0.474 0.216 -0.003 0.864 

negative emotion 0.301 0.153 0.052 0.660 

 
Under the condition of profitability, because 0 was not 

contained in the interval (LLCI=0.179, ULCI=0.932), the two 
mediating variables, positive emotion and negative emotion, 
taken as a set, jointly mediated the relationship between 
readability and investment intention. The indirect effect 
through the two mediators was 0.511. An examination of the 
specific indirect effects indicated that only positive emotion 
was a mediator while negative emotion was not, since positive 
emotion's 95% CI did not contain 0 (LLCI=0.014, 
ULCI=0.956), and negative emotion's 95% CI contained 0 
(LLCI=-0.143, ULCI=0.277).  

The results indicated that, in profitable companies, the 
relationship between readability and investment intention was 
mediated by positive emotion, but not by negative emotion. 
Figure 2 shows the corresponding mediating model. 

 

Figure 2.  Emotional Experience mediating model of profitable company 

Under the condition of financial loss, the interval 
(LLCI=0.317, ULCI=1.235) did not contain 0, indicating that 
the mediating effects of positive emotion and negative 
emotion were significant. The indirect effect through the two 
mediators was 0.775. In the two mediating paths, only 
negative emotion was a mediator, since its 95% CI did not 
contain zero (LLCI=0.052, ULCI=0.660). The mediating 
effect of positive emotion was not significant (LLCI=-0.003, 
ULCI=0.864). 

The results indicated that, in loss-making companies, the 
relationship between readability and investment intention was 
mediated by negative emotion, but not by positive emotion. 
Figure 3 shows the corresponding mediating model. 

 
Figure 3.  Emotional Experience mediating model of loss-making 

company 

The interpretation of these results is that different 
emotions were at work under different surplus situations. In 
profitable companies, positive emotion mediated the effect 
of readability on investment intention. On the contrary, in 
loss-making companies, it was negative emotion but not 
positive emotion that mediated the effect of readability on 
investment intention. 

C. Mediating Effects of Trust Perception  

According to the results of Paired-Samples T Test, annual 
reports' readability caused significant differences in investors' 
trust perception (profit group: t=7.153509, p=0.000; loss 
group: t=5.821748, p=0.000). There were significant relations 
between trust perception and investment intention (profit 
group r=0.587, p=0.000; loss group r=0.415, p=0.001). 

To further examine the mediating effect of trust 
perception, we conducted Bootstrap mediation effect test with 
reference to the mediation effect analysis procedure proposed 
by Zhao et al. [21] and Bootstrap method proposed by 
Preacher and Hayes [23] and Hayes [24]. The sample size was 
selected as 5000 and the confidence interval was set as 95%. 
Table 2 shows the results. 

TABLE II.  MEDIATING EFFECTS OF  TRUST PERCEPTION 

Status Path Effect 
Boot 

SE 

Boot 

LLCL 

Boot 

ULCI 

profit 
direct effect 0.488 0.203 0.083 0.893 

indirect effect 0.450 0.137 0.218 0.756 

loss 
direct effect 0.048 0.283 -0.516 0.612 

indirect effect 0.443 0.158 0.171 0.790 

 
Bootstrapping analysis indicated that 0 was not included 

in the indirect path regardless of profit status (profit group: 
LLCI=0.218, ULCI=0.756; loss group: LLCI=0.171, 
ULCI=0.790). These results revealed that trust perception 
mediated the relationship between readability and investment 
intention. H4 is supported. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the 
corresponding mediating models. 

 

Figure 4.  Trust mediating model of profitable company 
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Figure 5.  Trust mediating model of loss-making company 

We used SPSS22 to analyze the above experimental data. 

V. CONCLUSION 

As one of the most important characteristics of text 
information in the listed company's annual report, readability 
considerably affected investors' decision-making. However, 
previous studies only focused on the economic consequences 
of readability. There were few empirical studies on the 
mechanism of readability' impact on investors. Based on the 
heuristic model of emotion and dual processing theory, this 
paper established a theoretical model to analyze the impact of 
readability on investors' trust perception, emotional 
experience and investment intention under different financial 
conditions. By using behavioral methods, we designed a 2 
(readability: high, low) *2 (financial status: good, spread) 
mixed cross experiment to collect data. This study reveals 
that, regardless of profit status, investors are more willing to 
invest in companies with more readable annual reports and the 
influencing process is mediated by investors' emotional 
experience and trust perception. 

This study provided new evidence for how information 
disclosed by enterprises affects investors' perception and 
decision-making behaviors. Firstly, we have provided 
evidence that investors prefer companies with more readable 
annual reports regardless of profit status. Secondly, we proved 
that the impact of readability on investment intention is 
mediated by emotional experience and trust perception. We 
interpret these results as that analytical system and intuitive 
system work together in the process of making judgments. 
When investors make decisions, the company's business 
performance and future prospects provide important reference 
and will ultimately affect their investment intention and 
decision-making. This is a process of careful analysis by the 
brain's rational systems. At the same time, the brain's intuitive 
system also plays a significant role that irrational factors, such 
as trust perception and emotional experience evoked by 
readability, affect investors' judgments and decisions as well. 
Our results are consistent with the notion that when investors 
make decisions, annual report information is processed by 
analytical system and intuitive system together and then 
affects investors' investment behavior. 

This study also provided a theoretical basis for improving 
corporate information disclosure strategies. There exists a 
"framing effect" when decision makers use information, 
which means individual decisions are influenced not only by 
information content, but also by the way in which information 
is expressed. Readability affects investors' trust perception 
and emotional experience and then influences their decision-
making behaviors. Therefore, in the process of information 
disclosure management, managers can make effective use of 
this influence by choosing more effective information 

disclosure methods (for example, disclose more readable 
documents) to send positive signals to investors and 
stakeholders, in order to improve the company's credibility 
and value identity and promote market and enterprise 
development more effective. 
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Abstract—One challenging problem in large-scale cyber 

argumentation is that discussions are often incomplete as some 

ideas only get addressed by a fraction of the users. Typically, 

users engage only with some ideas but not all of them, making it 

difficult to assess collective intelligence. To resolve this problem, 

we developed an innovative method of predicting a user’s 

opinion on ideas that they have not discussed using the opinions 

from related ideas with intelligent argumentation and 

collaborative filtering. Our method considers the similarity of 

users and the correlation of different ideas across issues to make 

predictions. Compared to other existing opinion prediction 

methods, experimental results on an empirical dataset show that 

our method is 21.7% more accurate. Two major innovative 

contributions are made in this research: 1) We developed a 

novel approach to predict a participant’s opinion on a non-

participated idea using similar users’ opinions from related 

ideas with an excellent accuracy in cyber argumentation; 2) This 

is the first research to enable multi issue opinion prediction with 

partial agreement on an idea. This is encouraging from several 

perspectives. This prediction model will help to assess collective 

intelligence from cyber argumentation more accurately by 

providing additional data both in individual and collective level. 

In addition, it may speed up a cyber argumentation analysis 

process by reducing the amount of participation required.  

Keywords-opinion prediction; incomplete ongoing discussion; 

collaborative filtering; cyber argumentation; collective 

intelligence. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In large-scale cyber argumentation platforms, participants 
express their opinions, engage with one another and respond 
to feedback and criticism from others in discussing important 
issues online. Cyber argumentation platforms implement 
argumentation models to enforce an explicit discussion 
structure, such as Dung abstract frameworks [1], Issue-Based 
Information Systems (IBIS) [2], and Toulmin’s model of 
argumentation [3].  These structures allow argumentation 
analysis tools to effectively analyze the discussions. 
Argumentation analysis tools can capture the collective 
intelligence of the participants and reveal hidden insights from 
the underlying discussions. In this research domain, these 
tools have demonstrated the ability to evaluate and reveal 
hidden phenomena, such as identifying group-think [4], 
polarization [5], assessing argument validity [1], etc. 

However, such analysis requires that the issues have been 
thoroughly discussed and participant’s opinions are clearly 
expressed and understood. Participants typically focus only on 
few ideas and leave others unacknowledged and under-

discussed. This generates a limited dataset to work with 
resulting in an incomplete analysis of issues in the discussion.  
This also hampers the individual and collective intelligence 
retrieval process and opinion analysis from the underlying 
discussion. Particularly a limited dataset with missing values 
affects the clustering or user grouping algorithms and the 
resulting user groups introduce error and bias in different 
social phenomena analysis [6].  

One solution to this problem would be to predict a 
participant’s opinion with high accuracy on an idea that they 
have not explicitly expressed. With reasonably accurate 
prediction of missing information, we can analyze the 
individual and collective opinion of users effectively even if 
they did not participate in some of the discussion. Collective 
intelligence can also be assessed more accurately when 
discussions are incomplete. Predicted values can also fill the 
missing information for clustering algorithms and the derived 
group related analytical models.  

In this paper, we present a method of predicting 
participant’s opinions on different ideas that they have not 
explicitly engaged with. We use our argumentation platform, 
the Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS), to 
collect user opinion on issues and predict the missing 
opinions. In our system, discussions take on a tree structure.  
Issues are the root of the conversation. Under an issue, there 
are a finite set of different positions that address the issue. We 
use a collaborative filtering model based on viewpoint 
correlation between positions and user opinion similarity to 
predict user’s missing opinion on a position.  

We compared our method Cosine Similarity with 
Correlation based Collaborative Filtering (CSCCF), with 
other opinion prediction methods based on popular predictive 
techniques on an empirical dataset collected with our 
argumentation platform, ICAS. Our dataset contains over ten 
thousand arguments on four issues and sixteen associated 
positions from more than three hundred participants. The 
experimental results show that our model has good accuracy 
and is 21.7% more accurate on average than other 
benchmarking methods.  

In this paper, we make the following contribution:  

 We propose a model (CSCCF) for predicting user 
opinion on positions using collaborative filtering 
based on viewpoint correlation between positions and 
user opinion similarity.   

 We compare our model with other popular predictive 
techniques on an empirical dataset and show that our 
method is more accurate.  
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 We demonstrate how our method is capable of 
predicting several different positions at once without 
significantly compromising accuracy. 

The rest of the paper is structured in the following way. In 
Section 2, we discuss previous research works which are 
related in different aspects/ways with the work presented in 
this paper. In section 3, we give a brief description about our 
argumentation platform ICAS and how we derive user's 
opinion in different issues. Section 4 describes the CSCCF 
opinion prediction model to predict missing opinion values. In 
Section 5, we talk about the empirical study to collect dataset, 
and different experiments to evaluate our CSCCF model. The 
remaining sections contains the Discussion, Conclusion and 
Reference for this work.  

II. RELATED WORK 

This section describes previous research works which are 
related in four different aspects with our work presented in this 
paper.  

A. Opinion Analysis on Argumentation Platform 

Many researchers have worked on analyzing user opinion 
in cyber argumentation system, such as opinion space [7] and 
Considerit [8] etc. Their main objective was analyzing how 
users engage with different opinionated people or ideas and 
how it affects their overall opinion. These platforms mostly 
focused on analyzing collective user opinion from user 
participation data only. None of these platforms have 
attempted to predict user opinion on non-participated issues. 

B. Opinion Prediction on Social Media 

Social media data is often used by many researchers to 
work on collective user stance/opinion prediction. Political 
discussions on twitter have been used to classify user political 
stance [9]. Social media data was also used to predict user 
reaction on certain events, such as the 2015 Paris Terror 
Attack [10] or classify people’s stance on important issues 
[11]. These works mostly looked at predicting opinion on a 
single issue using the related textual content on that issue only, 
they are not using the user opinion in related issues to infer 
opinion in another issue like our method presented in this 
paper. 

C. Multi-Issue Opinion Prediction 

Little work has been done on an individual’s opinion 
prediction across multiple issues. [12] used Probabilistic 
Matrix Factorization (PMF) to fill out a user-aspect opinion 
matrix (aspects are analogous with issues) as an intermediate 
step of a larger process to predict the polarity of interaction 
between users. However, since this was an intermediate step, 
the authors did not evaluate the success of the prediction step. 
[13] used traditional collaborative filtering methods to predict 
user’s opinion on important political topics. In a follow-up 
paper [14], they used topic distribution from user arguments, 
user interaction and profile data to infer a user’s stance on an 
issue. In their system, each issue only had two positions and 
users can only agree or disagree with a position. Whereas in 
our system each issue can have multiple positions and user can 
agree or disagree with a level of agreement from -1.0 to +1.0. 

D. Different Variation of Collaborative Filtering 

One of the major differences between different memory 
based collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms is how they 
calculate similarity between users/items to predict missing 
values from the most similar users/items. One popular 
approach measures the correlation between two users/items 
and use it as a similarity measurement between them [15], 
such as Pearson Correlation, Kendall’s τ correlation. Cosine 
similarity of two user/item vectors is also used to measure 
similarity among them [15]. To our knowledge there is no 
similarity method that uses correlation values of items as 
weight in cosine similarity measurement like our method. 

Some CF approaches measure the correlation values 
between different data domains. Collective Link Prediction, 
and Multi-domain Collaborative Filtering [16] are some of the 
models which exploit domain correlation via different 
learning based methods. Collective or Relational Matrix 
factorization [17] models use correlation between multiple 
relations for relational learning when an entity/user 
participates in multiple relations. Cross domain CF model 
uses this approach via coordinate system transfer method [16]. 
However, these models are computationally expensive and 
used to figure out correlations in between different data 
domains or multiple relations. Whereas, our model exploits 
the correlation within one data domain or in a single relation 
between user and item in a computationally inexpensive way. 

III. ICAS SYSTEM 

We use our intelligent cyber argumentation platform 
ICAS to derive viewpoint vectors for each participant, which 
are later used for opinion prediction. ICAS is a cyber-
argumentation platform that is capable of automatically 
determining the opinion of participants towards different 
positions in the discussion. ICAS is the enhanced version of 
the online argumentation system developed in prior work [18]. 

A. ICAS Architecture 

In the ICAS architecture, discussions take on a tree 
structure, with issues at the root of the tree, positions 
solving/addressing the root issue on the first level of the tree, 
and the arguments made for or against the positions or other 
arguments in the position as the remaining nodes in the tree.  
Participants contribute to the discussion by making 
arguments. Arguments are statements of agreement (for or 
against) and rationale relating to their parent node. Arguments 
can be made to support/attack positions or refute/agree with 
other arguments. When writing an argument, participants fill 
out two fields. First is the argument text, where they give their 
rationale for the argument. The second is the level of 
agreement. Here, users choose their level of agreement on a 
weighted scale from -1.0 to +1.0 at 0.2 length intervals. The 
sign of the agreement level indicates whether the user is 
agreeing (positive) or disagreeing (negative) with the parent 
node. The magnitude of the agreement level indicates the 
intensity of the agreement, where a lower magnitude is closer 
to indifference and a greater magnitude is closer to complete 
agreement/disagreement. For example, an agreement level of 
+0.8 would represent a very high level of support, while an 
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agreement level of -0.4 would represent a moderate level of 
disagreement. 

 

B. Deriving Viewpoint Vectors using ICAS 

A viewpoint vector is a vector where each element 
represents a user’s opinion toward a position being discussed. 
We average the agreement values of the arguments a user 
posted under a position to determine a user’s opinion toward 
the position. A user can post arguments supporting or 
attacking other user’s arguments at different levels of 
argument tree. The associated agreement values state user’s 
agreement with the parent argument, not with the root position 
directly. We used argument reduction method [19] to connect 
all these arguments to the root position. This method uses 
artificial intelligence, fuzzy logic, linguistic heuristic rules 
and other techniques to reduce an argument from any level of 
argument tree to the first level considering the support/ attack 
relationships with updated agreement value. The updated 
value represents the argument’s agreement value directly 
towards the root position. Fig. 1 visualizes this reduction. For 
a more in-depth explanation of the fuzzy logic engine and 
argument reduction method, refer to [19, 20]. Argument 
reduction method is not 100% accurate, instead this is an 
estimation of user’s opinion towards the root position. Several 
case studies have shown that this method achieves reasonable 
accuracy [19][20].  

IV. OPINION PREDICTION MODEL 

The section describes the CSCCF model for missing 
opinion value prediction. It is divided into three sub sections 
which describes required data for CSCCF model, steps and 
algorithms for CSCCF, and time complexity of CSCCF 
model. 

A. Data Required for Prediction 

To predict a missing opinion value at a position we need 
the following information: 1) the viewpoint vectors of all 
users in the training data, 2) opinion correlations of different 
positions with the target position t, and 3) the target user’s 
viewpoint vector. 

A viewpoint vector represents the opinions or agreement 
values of a particular user for all positions in the system. At 
training time, our model calculates the viewpoint vectors for 
every user. If there are n different positions on various issues 
in the system, we can represent a user’s viewpoint vector in 
the following format:  

    Ui = [R1
i, R2

i, R3
i, R4

i ……… Rn
i]; here Ui is the 

viewpoint vector for user i and Rp
i is the opinion value of the 

user i at position p. If user i did not participate in position p 
discussion, then Rp

i will be represented as invalid or missing 
value.  

 The correlation value between two positions indicates 
how much participant’s opinions are associated in these two 
positions. A strong correlation value indicates if a user agreed 
in one position, whether the user agreed or disagreed in 
another position and vice versa. The correlation vector of a 
position can be formalized in the following format:  

Cp = [Cp1, Cp2, Cp3, …, Cpn]; here Cp is the correlation 
vector of position p and Cpq is the correlation between position 
p and position q, Cpp would represent the correlation value 
between the same position p, which is 1. Although this value 
will not be used in predicting position p, only the related 
positions with position p will be used. We calculated the 
correlation values between positions using the Pearson 
Correlation Coefficient from the training data and only 
considered the correlation values with high confidence (Two 
tailed p-values above 0.05 are discarded).  

The target user’s viewpoint vector can be represented in 
the following format: 

Ux = [R1
x, R2

x, R3
x, R4

x …, Rt-1
x, ?, Rt+1

x…… Rn
x]; Here, 

Rt
x, the value at position t is missing, we will predict this 

value.   

B. Opinion Prediction using Cosine Similarity and Position 

Correlation 

We want to predict the opinion value of user x at position 
t, the Rt

x value in Ux. This process has two steps. First, we 
need to identify the most similar users to user x with respect 
to position t from our training data. Second, we need to 
aggregate their opinion values at position t to use it as 
predicted value.  

To identify the most similar users with respect to position 
t, we filter out the users who have a missing value at position 
t in their viewpoint vector. The remaining users are placed into 
user x’s candidate set. Then the similarity between target user 
x and every user in the candidate set is calculated.  

To calculate similarity between two users x and y, we first 
remove any elements from the vectors at which either vector 
has a missing value. Given, Ux and Uy are the viewpoint 
vectors of user x and users y. Ux has a missing value at position 
t, so we remove Rt

x and Rt
y from the vectors.  

Ux = [R1
x, R2

x… Rt-1
x, Rt+1

x ……… Rn
x] 

Uy = [R1
y, R2

y… Rt-1
y, Rt+1

y ……… Rn
y] 

Next, the viewpoint vectors are updated using the values 
from target position’s correlation vector, Ct. Each value in the 
viewpoint vector is multiplied by its corresponding position 
correlation value with target position t. The updated viewpoint 
vectors are represented as Ux

^ and Uy
^:  

Ux
^ =  [Ct,1R1

x, Ct,2R2
x, .. , Ct,t-1Rt-1

x, Ct,t+1Rt+1
x, ..,Ct.nRn

x] 
Uy

^ = [Ct,1R1
y, Ct,2R2

y, .. , Ct,t-1Rt-1
y, Ct,t+1Rt+1

y, ..,Ct.nRn
y]; 

here, Opinion value at position i is multiplied by Cti; the 
correlation value between position i and t.  

Then, we calculate the cosine similarity between the 
updated viewpoint vector Ux

^ and Uy
^ to determine how 

similar user x and y are with respect to position t using (1). 

Figure 1. Example of an argument reduction. Argument B is reduced from 

the second level of the tree to the first level. 
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The similarity value lies in between [-1,1], where -1 represents 
complete difference, 0 represents no correlation, and 1 
represents complete similarity. 

Similarity (user x, user y) = Cosine Similarity (Ux
^, Uy

^) 

= 
∑ 𝐶𝑡𝑖

2 𝑅𝑖
𝑥𝑅𝑖

𝑦𝑛
𝑖=1,𝑖 ≠𝑡

√∑ 𝐶𝑡𝑖
2 (𝑅𝑖

𝑋)2𝑛
𝑖=1,𝑖≠𝑡 +√∑ 𝐶𝑡𝑖

2 (𝑅𝑖
𝑦

)2𝑛
𝑖=1,𝑖≠𝑡

        (1) 

Using the above method, we calculate the similarity 
between target user x and every user in x’s candidate set. 
Then, we rank all the users based on their similarity value with 
target user x and select the top k neighbors, where k is a 
constant model parameter. We experimented with different 
values for k (3, 5, 10 etc.), we got the best result when k was 
set at 5 on the dataset we validated this model. The model then 
averages the opinion values of top k neighbors at position t 
weighted by the similarity value to predict the value of Rt

x as 
shown in (2).  

Predicted value of 𝑅𝑡
𝑥 = 

∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥,𝑚)∗𝑅𝑡
𝑚𝑘

𝑚=1

∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥,𝑚)𝑘
𝑚=1

 (2) 

Our method finds the most similar users to the target user 
with respect to the position we are predicting. Multiplying the 
opinion values with the associated test position correlation 
values weights the opinion values as per their importance to 
determine the test position. It also filters out the uncorrelated 
opinion values in similarity calculation. 

C. Time Complexity of CSCCF Model 

 Let, number of users = n and number of positions = m, we 
will measure the time complexity to predict a missing opinion 
value for one test user. We calculate the correlation values 
between the positions from the training data only one time and 
use it to predict the missing opinions for all test users. To make 
one single prediction, first we calculate the cosine similarity 
between updated viewpoint vectors n times, one for each user. 
Then, we sort the similarity values from n users and make 
prediction from top k neighbors. The time complexity of these 
two steps are O(n*m) and the time complexity of sorting n 
numbers respectively. In our case, the time complexity of 

sorting n number was O(nlogn) as we used heap-based priority 
queue. So, the overall time complexity of our algorithm is 
O(n*m) + O(nlogn).  

V.  EXPERIMENTS 

This section describes the empirical study, dataset 
collection process and experimental setup to evaluate our 
CSCCF model. 

A. Empirical Data Description 

We conducted an empirical study in spring of 2018 on a 
group of 344 undergraduate students in an entry level 
sociology class. The students were asked to discuss four 
issues, each with 4 different positions over the course of five 
weeks. The resulting discussion had over 10000 arguments, 
from 309 users. 90 out of 309 users had complete 
participation. On average 69 users (22.33%) had missing 
opinion values in the positions.  We received Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) approval from the university to conduct 
this empirical study and use the anonymized data for research 
purposes. Table 1 describes the dataset with issues and 
positions. 

B. Methods to Test Against 

 We tested our model (CSCCF) against following different 
popular predictive techniques to compare accuracy. The only 
difference between CSCCF and other CF based models is the 
way similarity between two users is measured. 

1) Cosine Similarity based CF (CSCF) : This CF model 

used the Cosine similarity between the original viewpoint 

vectors Ux and Uy, to calculate similarity between user x and 

y using (3): 

Cosine Similarity (Ux, Uy) = 
∑ 𝑅𝑖

𝑥𝑅𝑖
𝑦𝑛

𝑖=1,𝑖 ≠𝑡

√∑ (𝑅𝑖
𝑋)2𝑛

𝑖=1,𝑖 ≠𝑡 +√∑ (𝑅
𝑖
𝑦

)2𝑛
𝑖=1,𝑖 ≠𝑡

 (3) 

2) Neural Net : We implemented a neural net that uses 

hybrid latent variables as described in [21] to learn individual 

Issue Name Position No Position Text 

Guns on Campus: Should students 
with a concealed carry permit be 
allowed to carry guns on campus? 

0 No, college campuses should not allow students to carry firearms under any circumstances. 

1 No, but those who receive special permission from the university should be allowed to concealed 
carry. 

2 Yes, but students should have to undergo additional training. 

3 Yes, and there should be no additional test. A concealed carry permit is enough to carry on campus. 

Religion and Medicine: Should 
parents who believe in healing through 
prayer be allowed to forgo medical 
treatment for their child? 

4 Yes, religious freedom should be respected. 

5 Yes, but only in cases where the child's life is not in immediate danger. 

6 No, but may deny preventative treatments like vaccines. 

7 No, the child's medical safety should come first. 

Same Sex Couples and Adoption: 
Should same sex married couples be 
allowed to adopt children? 

8 No, same sex couples should not be allowed to legally adopt children. 

9 No, but adoption should be allowed for blood relatives of the couple, such as nieces/nephews. 

10 Yes, but same sex couples should have special vetting to ensure that they can provide as much as 
a heterosexual couple. 

11 Yes, same sex couples should be treated the same as heterosexual couples and be allowed to adopt 
via the standard process. 

Government and Healthcare: 
Should individuals be required by the 
government to have health insurance? 

12 No, the government should not require health insurance. 

13 No, but the government should provide help paying for health insurance. 

14 Yes, the government should require health insurance and help pay for it, but uninsured individuals 
will have to pay a fine. 

15 Yes, the government should require health insurance and guarantee health coverage for everyone. 

TABLE I. DATA DESCRIPTION WITH ISSUES AND POSITIONS 
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information about both the users and positions. The neural net 

learns model weights and latent input variables during 

training. Various input latent vector sizes were tried, latent 

vectors with length 2 for both users and positions did best. 

The topology of the neural net is: linear layer(4, 6) => Tanh 

layer(6,6) => linear layer(6,1) => Tanh layer(1, 1). The first 

argument for the layer is the input size, the second is the 

output size. The neural net used stochastic gradient descent 

and optimized for sum squared error (SSE). 

3) Matrix Factorization (MF) : We implemented 

Regularized Incremental Simultaneous MF as described in 

[22] which decomposes the user-position matrix (|U| * |D|) 

into two matrices (|U| * |K| and  |D| * |K|) to discover K latent 

features. In oreder to avoid overfitting, this method applies 

regularization by penalizing the magnitude of vectors.  It was 

optimized for SSE. We tried different sizes for latent factor 

K, the best result was found when K was 5.  

4) Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) : We 

implemented PMF as described in [23]. The latent matrices 

are drawn from a gaussian distribution, determined by the 

means and variances of each row in the original user-position 

matrix and was optimized for SSE. Different latent factor 

sizes were tried and 5 did best for PMF. 

5) Spearman Rank Correlation Similarity based 

Collaborative Filtering (SRCSCF): We ranked the original 

viewpoint vector (Ux and Uy) and measured the similarity 

between user x and y using (4): 

𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑥, 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑦) = 1 −  
6 ∑ 𝑑ℎ

2𝑛
ℎ=0

𝑛(𝑛2−1)
                      (4) 

Here, dh is the difference in the ranks for item h by the user 
x and y, n is the number of co-rated items.  

6) Pearson Correlation Similarity based Collaborative 

Filtering (PCSCF) : Pearson correlation coefficient value of 

Ux and Uy is used to measure similarity between users. 

7) Constrained Pearson Correlation Similarity based 

Collaborative Filtering (CPCSCF) : This method uses 

midpoint instead of mean value from Ux and Uy in Pearson 

correlation to measure similarity between users.  

8) Jaccard Similarity based Collaborative Filtering 

(JSCF) : We have rounded the opinion agreement values in 

Ux and Uy upto two decimal points and measured the Jaccard 

coefficient as similarity using (5): 

𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑥, 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑦 ) =  
|𝑈𝑥

′ ∩𝑈𝑦
′ |

|𝑈𝑥
′ ∪𝑈𝑦

′ |
                   (5) 

9) Normalized Mean Squared Difference Similarity 

based Collaborative Filtering (NMSDSCF): It uses the 

normalized mean squared difference (NMSD) of rating 

vectors as difference between users to calculate similarity. 

10) Jaccard and Mean Squared Difference Similarity 

based Collaborative Filtering (JNMSDSCF) : This method 

multiplies similarity value from JSCF and NMSDCF to 

calculate similarity between users. 

C. Results 

We tested our model CSCCF along with other comparison 
models and measured the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) from 
the predicted and actual opinion value for the following 
experiments. We performed a cross validation with 5 fold and 
2 repetitions and the data was separated as 80% training and 
20% testing in each iteration. 

1) Accuracy on entire dataset: We measured the MAE 

for each position separately and then averaged the results. 

Fig. 2 summarizes the result of this experiment. On average 

our model achieved a MAE value of 0.133. The second most 

accurate model, PMF achieved a MAE value of 0.350 and the 

other models were all in between 0.351 to 0.42. This shows 

that our model is a distinct improvement over other models. 

As most of the users did not participate in all positions,  this 

dataset contains lots of missing information which is 

hampering other models. Our model handled this sparsity 

problem incorporating global correlation values from training 

data and used them as weight to prioritize the limited 

available opinion values in the similarity calculation. 

2) Accuracy on dataset with no missing values: We also 

tested how the accuracy of different models would change if 

we only consider the data with no missing values. This 

dataset is much smaller as only 90 out of the 309 students 

Figure 2. Mean Absolute Error of different Models on entire dataset Figure 3. Mean Absolute Error of different Models with no missing values 

 

Figure 3. Number of positions prediction vs Mean Absolute Error 
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participated in all the position discussions. Fig. 3 summarizes 

the results of this experiment. MAE value of all the models 

tended to decrease for this dataset. On average our model’s 

MAE decreased to 0.093 and for the second-best model, PMF 

it was 0.365. These results show that our model outperformed 

other models even on a complete dataset with no missing 

values. We think smaller dataset is the main reason of higher 

MAE values from neural net, and matrix factorization based 

models. And Prioritizing opinion values in similarity 

calculation is helping us to achieve lower MAE value than 

other CF based models.   

3) Predicting multiple positions: We tested the accuracy 

of our model if we predict 2 to 6 positions simultaneously. At 

each number of predictions we considered all possible 

combination of position indices. As example, when we  

predict 2 positions at once, we tested with all 120 position 

combination of two position indices as testing positions and 

averaged the MAE values. Fig. 3 shows the result from this 

experiment on the dataset with no missing values. The MAE 

increases when more positions are being predicted at once.  

After 3 positions, the MAE increases at a faster rate but 

remains relatively low. The main cause of higher MAE is that 

we might be predicting correlated positions simultaneously. 

For example, if we are predicting correlated positions 1 and 

3, position 3’s value will not be used in postion 1’s similarity 

calculation and vice versa. 

VI. DISCUSSION  

We think our model is working because people’s opinions 
are correlated across different issues due to their similarity in 
terms of their values in the sense of Schwartz theory of basic 
human values [24]. Their political leanings, such as 
conservative, lean conservative, lean liberal, liberal etc. and 
their position on religion are few of the issues deriving from 
their values. Generally people choose a certain perspective on 
social issues based on their political leanings which our model 
captures using the correlation values between positions.  

The improvement over CF models notably the CSCF 
shows the importance of using viewpoint correlations in 
opinion prediction. Each opinion value had the same priority 
in similarity calculation in these models whereas in our model 
opinion values were weighted according to its correlation with 
the test position.  The improvement over the neural net, MF, 
and PMF methods is likely because of the limited data size. 
The latent features for the users and positions were probably 
underdeveloped and contained little meaningful information. 
If each user had more data points, then these models might 
have done better. There is no straightforward way to filter out 
uncorrelated positions in these models. Neural Net 
automatically figures out which features are irrelevant, but the 
lack of data is preventing it from doing it. In CF or MF, 
missing values are predicted on an initial user-item matrix, 
there is no common way to filter out different item set for 
different item predictions.  

If there is a strong correlation between the ratings of 
different data items from the overall users, we think our 

CSCCF model will generate good prediction results. Also, it 
might help to deal with the cold start and sparsity problem 
especially when a user has provided very few opinions on 
related issues. In order to achieve high accuracy by our 
CSCCF model, the data items need to be correlated by some 
degree. If there is no correlation among data items, then our 
model would not work as it will filter out all uncorrelated data 
items. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we developed an innovative opinion 
prediction method in large scale cyber argumentation on 
multiple issues. Our method predicts how much a user would 
agree with a position on an issue based on the opinions of 
similar users on related issues. Our model achieved an 
excellent accuracy with a MAE value of 0.133 using 
collaborative filtering and correlations between positions 
across issues. We assessed the impact of number of positions 
predicted, and degree of correlation on the opinion prediction 
accuracy in multi-issue cyber argumentation. The method 
uses correlation to achieve high accuracy, thus it cannot work 
for discussions that are not related. Relevancy between 
discussions should be kept in mind when using this model. 
Using this model participants’ opinions on related issues can 
be assessed even when they haven’t explicitly discussed them. 
Additionally, discussions with a small number of participants 
can be analyzed more representatively. The predicted values 
can be used to impute missing values for different clustering 
algorithms for different opinionated group related analytical 
models. It can also be used to assess collective thoughts even 
when cyber argumentation on multiple issues is incomplete. 
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